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On September 18,1991,  Local  1964, IAFF (the Union) filed a Complaint with the
Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (the Labor Board) alleging that the City of
Groton  (the City) had engaged and was engaging in practices prohibited by $7-470  of the
Municipal Employee Relations Act (the Act). The Union amended the Complaint on
December 27, 1991.



The Union alleges violations of $7-470(c)  and #7-474(b)  and (c). In sum, the Union
claims that the City did not act on a negotiated agreement within the time periods prescribed
by statute, that a binding agreement currently exists as a result of an August 26 vote of the
City Council, and that various actions of the Mayor constitute a breach of the Act and the
duty to bargain.

Specifically, the complaint alleges:

97-470(c)  and 7-474(b), (c) have been violated by the City by:

1) Mayor failed to present the agreement to the City Council
within 14 days of May 10, 1991 by submitting agreement on
July 15, 1991.

2) Mayor failed to allow the City Council to act on the
agreement within 30 days from the end of the 14 day period
allowed for submittal by presenting agreement to the City
Council on July 15, 1991.

3) Mayor failed to return the agreement to the parties for future
bargaining after the July l&l991 Council vote, and the Aug.
26 Council vote.

4) Mayor refuses to negotiate in good faith  by not replying to
the Union’s Oct. 3, 1991 letter.

5) Mayor refused to allow the City Council to reconsider their
vote at the Sept. 16, 1991 Council meeting.

6 ) Mayor refused to accept the majority vote of the City
Council at the Aug. 26, 1991 Council meeting which voted 3 to
1 in favor of agreement.

7) Mayor refuses to negotiate a Council recommended change
to the agreement as directed by a 4 to 2 Council vote on Sept.
23, 1991.

8) Mayor has bargained in bad faith by not supporting the
agreement she negotiated knowing that 4 of the 6 City
Councilors support it.

The Union believes that the City did not act on the negotiated
agreement within the timely manner mandated; that the City
Council  approved the agreement by majority vote on Aug. 26,
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1991, therefore a binding agreement exist between the parties.

The City should be held responsible for any costs placed upon
the Union, including retroactive pension contributions to July 1,
1 9 9 1 .

Gn July 6, 1992, the City filed with the Labor Board a complaint, which amounted to
a counterclaim (Case No. MEPP-14,921) seeking an order that the Union pay to the City its
costs and expenses incurred in the investigation, preparation, presentation, and conduct of its
defense in the Union’s complaint in Case No. MPP-14,093.

After the requisite preliminary administrative steps had been taken,  the Union and
City complaints were  consolidated and the matter came before the Labor Board for a hearing
on July 6, and September 4,1992. Both parties appeared,  were allowed to present evidence,
examine and cross-examin e witnesses, and make argument. The City filed a brief, which
was received by the Labor Board on October 151992. Based on the record before us, we
make the following findings of fact, conclusions of law, and order.

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. The City is a municipal employer within the meaning of the Act.

2. The Union is an employee organization within the meaning of the Act, and at all
times material has represented a unit of firefighters employed by the City.

3 . The parties had in effect a coliective  bargaining agreement for the term July 1,
1989 - June 30, 1991, which contained a provision in Article 21 (Pension) stating: “The
present pension plan now in effect will continue during the course of this Agreement.” (Ex.
4)

4. The pension plan in effect as of the execution of the 1989-1991 collective
bargaining agreement consisted of a basic pension plan for firefighters - the “Retirement
Plan for Policemen and Firemen of the City of Groton, Connecticut, Amended and Restated,
Effective  April 1, 1976”,  with further amendments reflected in a Memorandum of Agreement
dated September 17, 1985 (Ex.  5 and 6). The 1985 Memorandum provided in per&rent  part
that “the terms of the revised pension plan shah not be subject to negotiation until June 30,
1990”. (Ex. 9

5. The parties actually commenced negotiations, concerning the pension plan, in or
about April, 1990, with Richard Davis as chief negotiator for the City and Ellis Hartman  as
chief negotiator for the Union. John Grennan, Secretary-Treasurer for the Connecticut
IAFF, was also present for the Union.
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6 . The parties’ ground rules for pension negotiations included a provision that all
proposals must be in writing.

7. As of September, 1990, no new pension agreement had been reached, so the
, part& entered fact finding, which did not yield an agreement. In February, 1991, the

pension issue technically moved into binding arbitration, although no proceedings  were ever
held.

8. Jn  the spring of 1991, negotiations for a successor collective bargaining agreement
began and at that point negotiations for a pension agreement and for a successor contract
proceeded together, with the same negotiators.

9 . On May 10, 1991, the parties reached a tentative oral agreement on a new pension
agreement. The agreement contained several changes from the existing pension provisions,
including an increase in the employee contribution rate from 7 I/W% to 7 l/4%.

10. On May 10,1991,  the parties also reached a tentative oral agreement on a
successor contract.

11. Gn June 21, 199 1, City Negotiator Davis reduced to writing what he believed
was the pension agreement, and sent it to the Fire Chief, who gave a copy to Union
Negotiator Hartman.

12. Hartman  reviewed Davis’ first written version, and told Davis that it did not
accurately reflect the oral agreement on the pension.

13. On July 9, following discussions with Hartman  and City officials, Davis mailed a
revised written pension agreement to the Union, which the Union considered correct and
acceptable.

14. On July 15, the written agreement drafted on July 9 was presented to the City
Council. The Council voted on a resolution that the Mayor and Council accept and ratify the
Memorandum of Agreement between the parties regarding the City Pension Plan. of the six
council members in attendance, two (Collins, Giesing)  voted for approval, three (Gerrish,
Dunbar-Rose, Stark) voted against approval, and one (Uaviland)  abstained.

15. By its July 15 vote, the City Council failed, at that time, to approve a request for
funds for the pension agreement and failed to approve any provisions of the pension
agreement, which were in conflict with charter or ordinances.

16. By vote on July 15, 1993, the City Council did vote unanimously to accept and
ratify the new collective bargaining agreement for the term 1991-1994, and that collective
bargaining agreement was executed by both parties on July 24,1993.
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17. At the July 15 meeting, Mayor Kolnaski supported both resolutions.

18. The new 1991-1994 contract, like the prior contract, contains a provision that
“the present pension plan now in effect will continue during the course of this Agreement”.
(Ex. 3)

19. Between July 15 and August 26, 1991, no negotiations took place between the
parties concerning the pension issue. Neither the Union nor the City attempted to reinitiate
negotiations. (‘I’r.  83-84)

20. As a result of a discussion by the Council on August 5, 1991 concerning the
procedure to reconsider the motion regarding the Fire Department Pension Memorandum, a
resolution appeared on the agenda for the August 25 meeting. In essence, the resolution was
that the Mayor and Council accept and ratify the Memorandum of Agreement between the
parties regarding the City Pension Plan. (The resolution had originally been on the agenda
for an August 19 meeting, but that meeting was canceled due to a hurricane.) (Rx.  12 and
13).

21. At the August 26 meeting, four council members were in attendance; three
(Collins, Gerrish, Haviland) voted for the resolution and one @unbar-Rose) voted against.

2 2 . Mayor Kolnaski declared the August 26 motion defeated because it did not pass
by four votes i.e., according to rules set forth in the City Charter provisions.

23. The City Charter provides that a motion does not pass unless supported by a
majority of the u council. A full council consists of six members, and a quorum consists
of five councilors (EL  2, Articles II and III). The Mayor only votes in the case of a tie.

.s 6 1
24. The August 26 vote (three council members in favor of the resolution to accept

and ratify the pension agreement, one opposed) constituted approval of the “request for
funds” and approval of “any provisions of the agreement, which are in con&t  with any
charter, special act, ordinance, rule or regulation by a majority vote of those present and
voting on the matter”, within the meaning of 57-474(b).

25. Gn August 27, 1991, Mayor Kolnaski told Hartman  that the pension agreement
could not go back to the Council for a third time unless a change from the prior agreement
was made, and referred Hartman  to Chief Negotiator Davis to negotiate a change.

26. Between August 27,199l  and September 9, Hartman  and Davis did exchange
ideas on possible modifications to the agreement, but the proposals were not acceptable to
either party. (Tr.  II 23-24, I 51-52)

27. On September 9, after some preliminary discussions with Davis concerning
possible changes in the July, 1993 version of the pension agreement, Union negotiator
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Hartman  told Davis that the Union would not make any major concessions, as it knew that
four out of six councilors were in favor of the existing proposal for a pension agreement.

2 8 . On September 16, 1991, there was a meeting  of the Mayor and City Council.
Councilor Giesing requested a ruling on whether she could place, on that night’s agenda, the
firefighter’s  Pension Plan with an amendment. Mayor Kohxiski  stated that Giesing was
violating state statutes as only the Chief Executive Officer could negotiate a change.
Kolnaski also stated that the Pension Memorandum was scheduled to be discussed later that
night in Executive Session of the “Committee of the Whole”.

2 9 . At the September 16 Executive Session of the “Committee of the Whole” the
Committee discussed the Fire Department negotiations. The council came out of Executive
Session and voted (four in favor and two against) to recommend that the City negotiator
negotiate a specific change in the Memorandum of Agreement regarding the Fire Department
Pension Plan.

3Q. Mayor Kolnaski and Chief Negotiator Davis did not agree with making that
specific change. (Tr.  86-88)

31. On October 2, 1991, Hartman  sent a letter to Mayor Kolnaski noting that
Negotiator Davis had informed him that the City had no reply to the Union’s request for a
statement of the City’s position and that Davis had suggested that the Union proceed to
arbitration. Hartman  stated that binding arbitration was unnecessarily wasteful, noted that
the Union proposed a minor change, which might bring the matter to conclusion, and asked
the Mayor to advise the Union if the matter was at an impasse and the Mayor had no plan to
resubmit the agreement to the council. (Rx. 28)

32. The Mayor did not respond to Hartman’s letter.

3 3 . On October  7,1991,  the Mayor and Council met again, and voted unanimously
to add to that meeting’s agenda a discussion of entering Executive Session to discuss the
firefighter’s pension. However, a motion to actually m Executive Session, for the
purpose of discussing an update on negotiations of the firefighter’s pension, received three
cotmcilor’s  votes in favor and two votes against, with no abstentions. Kolnaski declared the
motion to enter Executive Session defeated.

3 4 . As of the time of the hearings herein, there had been no further negotiations
between the parties concerning the pension agreement. The matter remained technically
within the arbitration process, although there had been no actual proceedings therein.

3 5 . Robert’s Rules of Order have never been formally adopted as the controlling
procedural rules of Mayor and Council meetings, although the Council has, at times, chosen
to govern its meetings by those rules. (Pr. 89)
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36. Robert’s Rules of Order, Revised, 1971, contains detailed provisions concerning
motions for reconsideration and renewal of motions. (Rx. 33)

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. It constitutes a prohibited practice for an employer to fail to implement a
collective bargaining agreement, which has been finalized according to the procedures set
forth in 67-474  of the Act.

2. The July, 1991 written pension Memorandum of Agreement between the Mayor,
as chief executive officer, and the Union, was final&d under 97-474  as a result of the City
Council’s approval of a resolution on August 26, 1991 by a majority of those councilors in
attendance and voting.

3 . The City of Groton has committed a prohibited practice by failing to implement
the above pension agreement.

4 . There is no merit to the City’s counterclaim.

DISCUSSION

Although the Union alleges multiple violations of the Act based on various actions
and conduct by the Mayor with  regard to negotiation of the pension agreement, one aspect of
its charge has overriding significance. Specifically, it claims that a binding pension
agreement exists between the parties as a result of the City Council”s  vote of August 26,
199i. Since the status of the pension plan is of paramount concern, we address that issue
first,  md then turn to the other specific allegations.

We agree with the Union that a binding pension agreement exists by virtue of the
August 26 City Council vote. $7-474(b)  provides that the legislative body may approve or
reject as a whole, “by a ma&&y  vote of those p&@@md  voting on the m”,  1) a

. . request for funds necessary to implement such written agreement and 2) a request for
qproval of any provision of the agreement which is in conflict with any charter, special act,
ordinance, rule, or regulation.. or certain general statutes.’ It is undisputed that the tally of

’ Ser.  7-474.  cNegotiations  and agreements between municipality  and employee rept-esmtativ~.  Federal
approval. Elective bmding  arbitration; procedauq  apportionment of costs. (a) Except aa  h&n&a  pnwided,
when al employee olpkation  has been designated, in accordanc8  with the pfoviaim  of Bedim  7-467 to 7-477,
inclusive, aa the exclusive representative of employees in an appmpriate  unit, the chief executive officer, whether
elected or qpointed, or his d&gnat& mpfesentative  or repreaeddiv~,  shall repmsmt  the municipnl employer in
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votes on August 26 - three in favor and one against - reflected that a majority of those
present and voting on the matter approved the version of the pension agreement, which
originally had come before the Council on July 15, 1993. Although the Town Charter
provides that motions do not carry unless a majority of the full Board approves it - i.e., in
this case four votes, we conclude that the statute is so explicit as to the nature of the vote
required that it takes precedence over that Charter provision.*

We recognize that the initial July 15 vote, on this same version of the pension
agreement, resulted in rejection of the agreement, but we find no basis in this fact for
ignoring the clear wishes of the majority of those councilors voting on the same proposal at a
subsequent meeting, particularly where the agenda provided notice that the same resolution
was up for a vote.

The statutory scheme contemplates that the legislative body will act on the written
agreement between the chief executive officer and the Union. There is absolutely no
evidence here that the basic agreement between the chief executive officer (the Mayor) and
the Union had been altered because no new negotiations had occurred,  no new positions had
been communkted,  and in fact, the negotiators had not even talked in the interim. All that
was still lacking was the approval of the legislative body, and that was finally given on

collective bargaining with such employee organization.

(b)  Any agreement reached  by the negotiators shall be reduced to writing. Except where the legi&tivo
bodyisthetowrnxlLeeting,arequestforfundsnecessaryto~~o~~hwri#en~aadf~approvalof
any provisions of the agreement which are in conflict with any charter, special act, ordkauce,  rule or regulation
adoptod by the municipal employer or its agents, such as a personnel board or civil service commission, or any
geaoral  statute  directly regulating  the hour  of work of poli-  or G~~~KzI  or any general statute pxkding for
thomothodor mannor  of cove&g or removing employees kom coverage under the &mecticut  municipal
employeerr’~eyetemorundetthepolicemenpndfiremeawuvivcmr’bqaefit~abellbesybmittadbyths
~g~~voof~nnmicipPlitywithinfourteeadoyeoftheQtecmwhichsucSl~iereochcd
tothele~vebodywhichmayppproveorrejectsuchrequc8trrea~lobyamajorityvdeofthosepierreatand
votingonthamattcr,,,ifrejeded,~mattershallbereturnedto~Ewrtiesfor~bargaining.  Failureby
thebargainingrqresentativeof  themunicipalityto submit suchrequeattothelegklativobodywithinsuchfoUrtee0-
day period shall be conkked  to be a prohibited practice committed by the municipal employer. such  request shall
bo considered  approved  if the logislative body fails to vote to approve or reject such  request within thirty days of
theeadoftlnefourteen-dayperiorlfotsubmiseiontosaidbody.  Whemthelegislativebodyisthetownmsating,
approvalofthe rrsreementbyatnaiorityoftheselectmenshnll~theasrecmentvcrlidandbindinguponthetown
md~boardoffinsmceRhPll~orprovidewhateverfundspre~ees9ryto~~lywitheuchoo~~ve
barsainina-

1 We reject the City’s argum&  that the Charter provision prevails since 07-474(b),  unlike 47-474(c),  doea  not
~essl~f~~prkni~0f thestatutoryprovision. Therewssnoneedforthatref-givultheclarityof

cancarmngthenatureofavote.  Also,thestatu&ypriorityisco&rmedbytheprovi&mof
97-474(o)  that “tho procduro  for the making of an agreement between the municipal employer and an  employee
oqpnhation  providod by said sections [i.e. 97467; 74771  shall be the exclusive  method for nuking  a valid
agreement for municipal employees  represented by an employee orgsnktion, and gnv  mwisions in anv  general
#atut  to the  CoIltfarv  shall not am3lv  to such an apreement”. [emphssis  added]
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August 26. The Act encourages collective bargaining and voluntary agreement of the parties.
It would be contrary to those purposes to ignore a statutorily correct approval and force the
parties to arbitrate where they have reached agreement.3

While the Mayor challenges the propriety of the August 26 vote under Robert’s Rules
concerning “reconsiderations”, we note that Robert’s Rules had never been officially adopted
by the Mayor and Council, and thus we decline to let a technical argument involving
conformity with those Rules stand in the way of a vote, which meets the statutory
requirements. We also decline to determine whether or not the argument is valid.4

In summary, we conclude that the August 26 vote constituted, under 57-474(b),
approval of a request for funds for the pension agreement and approval of any provisions of
the pension agreement in conflict with any existing legal creations of the City (as such
creations are enumerated in #7-474(b)).  Thus, a valid and binding pension agreement exists.
We have previously made it clear that a refusal to implement a valid collective bargaining
agreement constitutes a prohibited practice. Plymouth  Water Pollution Conttvl  Authority,
Decision No. 2937 (1991); City of West Haven (Fire Deputment),  Decision No. 886
(1969). Thus, the City committed a prohibited practice by not recognizing and implementing
such. In this case, a key component of implementation involves the contribution by
employees of an additional 0.25% to their pension fund. We agree with the City that it
should not be ordered herein to pay this added contribution, since it is clearly an employee
responsibility. However, any sudden, lump sum payment, which must be paid by
employees, may work a hardship in the short-run, an immediate consequence of the City’s
refusal to implement the agreement in a timely way. Thus, as part of our remedy, we order
the City to bargain with the Union over what mechanism will be used to recoup these
contributions.

Having addressed the most prominent issue in this case, we return to the other
allegations in the complaint. Turning to allegation numbers 1 and 2, we conclude that the

3 Similarly, we reject the City’s argument  that since the collective baqaihg  agree&  had been fmalhd  and
gone into effect, it instituted for its duration the pension plan that had ti  in effect under the p&r collective
bargaining agmmeat. The  City relies  on the contract provision that ‘the present  pemion  plan now in  effect  will
continw  during the course of this A-me&“. Itwasclearlynottheinte&ofeitherpartythatthisoldplanbein
effect - there is no evidence that this  view was ever communicated to the Union prior to this  litigation and all the
action6 and statementsofboth~~showthatthey~~~thpt~~formof~peaeion~
would take effect, as Atrated  evm by the City’s position that the  mvisiom are now in binding arbitration.

’ TheMayor ~lytakesherrole,onproceduralissuesquitsseriously,cmdwe~ths~
of order  to tho conduct of legislative meetings. She claims that the matter could not be kmmaidered”  as the motion
forreconsiderationwasnotmadebyonewhovotedwiththepffvPilingsideonJulylS,Pnditwcrenottrrkenon
thedayofthatoligimlvote. Thisraisestheiseueofwhether,giveathe~ofaaexpiessaLoticwtorecweidcrr
the  August 26 vote was cva  covered by the  Robert’s  Rulea  concerning recmm ‘dtxations.  w0alsonotethrtRobelt’~
Rulea  txmtahs  a sepamte  provision for Renewal of a Motionat  a subsequent  meeting,  a pm&ion  which the  Mayor
did not comment on.
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City did not violate the Act’s provisions concerning timely submission of agreements.
Rather, by its actions in July, 1991, the City properly tied the voting process to the fInal
m agreement. Contrary to the Union’s view, there was no requirement that it act on an
oral agreement, as $7-474(b)  makes express reference to submission of a written agreement,
and for good reason - to avoid misunderstandings and errors.

With respect to allegation number 3, we conclude that there was no prohibited
practice in the alleged failure to return the agreement to the partics  for further bargaining
after the July 15, 1991 Council vote. 97-474(b) does provide that “if rejected, the matter
shall be returned to the part& for further bargaining”. However, the responsibility to
bargain is two-sided and here the Union, after July 15, expressly decided not to request
bargaining, relying on its assessment of the Council’s support for the July agreement. With
respect to the alleged lack of bargaining after the August 26 vote, we find it unnecessary to
reach that issue since we have concluded that a valid agreement existed at that time.

We turn to allegation number 4 concerning the Mayor’s failure to reply to the Union’s
October 2 letter, which sought a statement of the City’s position. While we question some
of the City’s explanations for its failure, we do not find this failure  sufficient to constitute a
breach of the duty to bargain, particularly where the City’s chief negotiator had already
expressed the basic view that the matter ought to proceed through arbitration (where the
bargaining  process theoretically stood at that point in tune).

With respect to the Union’s allegation  numbers 5, 6, and 7, all of which revolve
around a claim that the Mayor stood in the way of the Council’s desires, we note that in each
of the express incidents cited, the Mayor was asserting properly her role as the chief
executive officer charged with representing the municipality in collective bargaining. See
language of $7-474(a). See also Town of Gmton,  Decision No. 806 (1968); @y of
Non&h, Decision No. 790  (1968); Town of TmmbuU,  Decision No. 3097 (1993) and cases
cited therein. Properly, she sought to retain her status as bargaining representative under 37-
474 amid the Council’s attempt to embroil themselves in the actual bargaining by proposing
amendments and recommended changes to the pension agreement. Therefore, we fmd no
violation in the Mayor’s conduct in this regard.

Having concluded that the Union’s complaint has merit with respect to the principal
allegation, we dismiss the City’s counterclaim herein. We note that the procedure for

counterclaims has ordinarily been for this Board to consider such counterclaims as separate
complaints, subject to the burden of proof that the filing of the f%st  complaint constituted a
prohibited practice. See Dunbury  Police  Local 891, Council 15, Decision No. 2935 (1991).
Simihuly,  we do not find the City’s defenses to be frivolous and nondebatable and thus do
not include in our remedy the requirement that it pay attorney’s fees and costs to the Union.
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By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut State Board of Labor
Relations by the Municipal Employee Relations Act, it is hereby ORDERED that the
Complaint in Case No. MEPP-14,921 be and the same hereby is dismissed. It is further
ORDERED that the City of Groton shall:

I . Cease and desist from failing to implement the Pension Agreement reflected in the writing
of July, 1991 and acted on by the City Council on August 26, 1991;

II. Take the following affirmative action, which the Labor Board finds will effectuate the
policies of the Act:

(a) Implement the Pension Memorandum of Agreement reflected in the writing of
July, 1991 and acted on by the City Council on August 26, 1991;

(b)  Negotiate upon request with Local 1964, IAFF concerning the mechanism for
payment by employees of their increased contribution to the pension plan for the period
retroactive to its effective date;

(c) Post immediately and leave posted for a period of sixty (60) consecutive days
from the date of posting, in a conspicuous place where the employees customarily assemble,
a copy of this Dc&ion and Order in its entirety; and

(d) Notify the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations at its office at 200 Folly
Brook Boulevard, Wethersfield, Connecticut within thirty (30) days of the receipt of this
Decision and Order of the steps taken by the City of Groton to comply therewith.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

s/Margaret A. Lareau
Margaret A. Lareau,
Chairman

s/Antonia  C. Moran
Antonia C. Moran,
Board Member

s/Anthony Sbona
Anthony Sbona,
Board Member
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TO:

Catherine Kolnaski, Mayor
City of Groton
City Municipal Bldg.
295 Meridian St.
P. 0. Box 907
Groton, CT 06340

Richard Davis
Labor Consultant
12 Raven Terrace
Stratford, CT 06497

Charles c. Whit&  Esq.
Berherick,  Murphy, Devine, Blanchard & Whitty
82 Shetucket Street
P. 0. Box 1126
Norwich, CT 06360

John Cunningham
Sec./Tress.,  Local 196$  IAJ?F
140 Broad Street
Groton, CT 06340

Raymond D. Shea
President, IAFF
215 Washington Street
Hartford, CT 06106

EllisB. Hartman
President, Local 1964, IAFF
140 Broad Street
Gr&on,  CT 06340
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CV 94 010 47 42
CITY OF GROTON

vs.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD
OF LABOR RELATIONS

SUPERIOR COURT

JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF NEW LONDON

AT NORWICH

MARCH 12, 1997

MEMORANDUM OF DECISION

In this appeal the parties call upon the court to determine

the survivor of what the parties perceived as a head-on collision

between the Groton City Charter and a state statute. As will be

developed below, no collision occurs.

The dispute centers on a vote of the Groton City Council

taken on August 26, 1991. The council consists of six

councilors. At that meeting, four councilors were present. A

vote on a resolution to accept and ratify a "new pension

agreement" for the City's fire fighters was taken. Three of the

council voted for the "new pension agreement," one voted against.

Relying on the Charter's "No vote shall be adopted except on

the approval of a majority of councilors"  provision, the Mayor

declared the resolution "to accept and ratify" did not pass.

The Fire Fighters' Union then filed a prohibited practice
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complaint with the defendant State Board of Labor Relations. The

complaint alleged violations of the Municipal Empl-oyees  Relations

Act (MERA),  C.G.S. §§ 7-467 et seq. A part of MERA provides that

any request for funds necessary to fund a collective bargaining

agreement and for approval of a any provisions of the agreement

conflicting with certain laws shall be submitted to the

legislative body of the municipality "which may accept or reject

such request as a whole by a majority vote of those present and

voting on the matter." C.G.S. § 7-474(b). The defendant board

held that the August 26 vote (three council members in favor of

the resolution to accept and ratify the "new pension agreement,"

one opposed) was actually a vote on a request for funds and for

approval of any provisions of the agreement which conflicted with

other laws as authorized by C.G.S. § 7-474(b). The three-to-one

vote was a majority vote of those present and voting, and

according to the defendant State Board of Labor Relations (SBLR),

was an approval of a request for funds and for approval of any

the agreement's provisions in conflict with [certain enumerated

laws]. The Labor Board then held approval of that request

constituted approval of the "new  pension agreement.ll

On November 24, 1993, the defendant State Board of Labor

Relations "ordered that the City '. . . cease and desist from

failing to implement the [agreement] reflected in writing of
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July, 1991 and acted on by the City Council on August 26, 1991."'
--.-

Complaint, 7 14; Answer, ( 14.

This appeal by the City of Groton followed.

FACTS

The subordinate fact findings of the Board are largely

I unchallenged.
: !

The City and the Fire Fighters Union had been negotiating

changes in the existing fire fighters' pension agreement for some

time. In May 1991, negotiators for the Fire Fighters Union and

,' the City reached tentative agreement on a "new pension
j.
!I agreement."
I :

The "new pension agreement" was for a five year
I i

period, July 1, 1991 through July 1, 1996. As of July 9, 1991,
:
it was reduced to writing. SBLR Exhibit 24.
i
I,; ! The "new pension agreement provided:

i !

ii
:,
i’

i

iI

Ii
Ii
!/
1,! !! Ii 1

ii
11
iI
/j

"Effective July 1, 1991, ‘Final Average Earnings' means
a participants [Sic] annual base salary, or wage paid
or accrued during a calendar year, exclusive of all
other earnings including outside earnings, accumulated
sick leave or other employment with the City of Groton,
provided the participant has made contributions
hereunder, averaged over the highest three (3) calendar
years of employment as a fireman." Exhibit 24, 29.

"Effective July 1, 1991, the participants Final Average
Earnings shall include $1,000 overtime earnings.
"Effective July 1, 1993, the participants Final Average
Earnings shall include $1,500 overtime earnings.
"Effective July 1, 1995, the participants Final Average
Earnings shall include $1,500 overtime earnings."
Exhibit 24, 29.
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"4 . Employee Contributions: Effective July 1, 1991,II
I

participants shall contribute 7 s% of their base
monthly annual earnings, including overtime as

I specified in paragraph 2.(b), but excluding all
other earnings." Exhibit 24, 29.

Three provisions of the "new pension agreement" altered the

existing pension agreement. One increased the employees

contribution from 7% to 731% of their base annual earnings

including certain 0vertime.l A second required the inclusion

of a limited amount of overtime earnings to be included in the

"final average earnings." Another provision provided that the

fire fighters' "final average salary" would be based on the

"highest three (3) calendar years of service instead of the

highest five years of service.2

The "new pension agreement" as agreed upon by the Union and

City negotiators specifically stated: "This Agreement is subject

to approval of the Groton City Council." Record, Item 24, 1 9.
: The existing pension agreement contained the following:
4
/!
It

,i
/i
I: 1
:i The Labor Board's Findings of Fact, g 9, states the
i increase in the employees' contribution was from 7 l/8% to 71n%
ii That finding is wrong. The documents show the increase to be
Ii from 7% to 75%.
j/ p.1;

See Exhibit 22, p.2; Exhibit 23, p.2; Exhibit 24, j
Exhibit 28; Exhibit 29, p. 1. However, Ellis Hartman, the /

11 president of the Fire Fighters Local, and it chief negotiator, !
!, testified the increase was from 71/8% to 7X%. Transcript of
,I Proceedings, 7/6/1992, p. 44. !

I
I, 2 The "final average earnings" is important. The pension i

ij
is equal to a percentage (23%)  of the "average final salary"
times the number of years of service to a maximum of 75% of the

' "final average salary."
j

ii
4

I!
i’

ii



ARTICLE IX - FUNDING --.=

Section 9.1 Contributions of the Employer - The
Retirement Board shall, at least once every three
years, be required to have an actuarial valuation by an
actuary of the assets and liabilities of the Retirement
Plan and of the required contributions from the
Employer which, in addition to contributions of the
Participants, will be adequate to finance the benefits
under the Retirement Plan.

On the basis of each such evaluation, the Employer
shall pay each year to the Retirement Board an amount
which will meet the actuarial cost of current service
and, until it is amortized, the unfunded accrued
liability. The annual appropriation by the Employer
for each of the forty (40) plan years, beginning
January 1, 1976, shall be the sum of the normal cost
for the year and the annual payment that would be
required on a level basis to amortize the unfunded
accrued liability over (40) years from January 1, 1976.
The appropriation for each plan year thereafter shall
be the normal cost for the year. Any proposal which
will change the benefits payable or Participant
Contributions required under the Retirement Plan shall
be accompanied by an estimate by the actuary of the
additional appropriations by the Employer which will be
required to finance the additional normal cost and to
amortize on a level basis the additional accrued
liability over forty (40) years from the effective date
of the change.

Section 9.2 No part of the funds held under this
Plan shall be used for or diverted to purposes other
than for the exclusive benefit of Participants, their
spouses or their dependents heretofore described, prior
to the satisfaction of all liabilities hereunder with
respect to them. Also, no person shall have any
interest in nor right to any of the 'funds contributed
to or held under this Plan, except as expressly
provided in this Plan and the Group Annuity Contract,
and then only to the extent that such funds have been
contributed by the Employer.

Retirement Plan for Policeman and Firemen of the City of Groton,
Connecticut, Amended and Restated Effective April 1, 1976, pp.
12-13, Exhibit 5.
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The matter of the "new pension agreement" appeared on the

agenda of the July 15, 1991 meeting of the Mayor and Council as a

resolution to accept and ratify the "new  pension agreement."

The agenda contained the following:

R-91-7-83 RESOLUTION TO RATIFY THE MEMORANDUM OF
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE CITY OF GROTON AND
THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FIRE
FIGHTERS, AFL-CIO, LOCAL 1964, REGARDING
THE CITY PENSION PLAN, EFFECTIVE UNTIL
JULY I, 1996.

WHEREAS, through the process of negotiations, the City
of Groton and the International Association of Fire
Fighters, AFL-CIO, Local 1964, have reached a
memorandum of agreement regarding the City Pension
Plan;

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED the Mayor and Council accept
and ratify the Memorandum of Agreement between the City
of Groton and the International Association of Fire
Fighters, AFL-CIO, Local 1964, regarding the City
Pension Plan, effective until July 1, 1996.

Mayor and Council Agenda, July 15, 1991, p. 5, Record, Item 7.

The minutes for the July 15, 1991 Council meeting state:

R-91-7-83 RESOLUTION TO RATIFY THE MEMORANDm  OF
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE CITY OF GROTON AND
THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FIRE
FIGHTERS, AFL-CIO, LOCAL 1964, REGARDING
THE CITY PENSION PLAN, EFFECTIVE UNTIL
JULY I, 1996.

WHEREAS, through the process of negotiations, the City
of Groton and the International Association of Fire
Fighters, AFL-CIO, Local 1964, have reached a
memorandum of agreement regarding the City Pension
Plan,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED the Mayor and Council accept
and ratify the Memorandum of Agreement between the City
of Groton and the International Association of Fire

6



Fighters, AFL-CIO, Local 1964, regarding the City
Pension Plan, effective until July 1, 1996. -- -

COUNCILOR GIESING moved, COUNCILOR COLLINS second,
I , Resolution R-91-7-83 be approved.

VOTE: FOR AGAINST ABSTAINI

j!
COLLINS GERRISH HAVILAND
GIESING DUNBAR-ROSE

8 !
; ' STARK

i

: !
SO VOTED and declared DEFEATED by Mayor Kolnaski.

,' Minutes of Meeting of Mayor and Council, July 15, 1991, pp. 15,
Record, Exhibit 8.

The Mayor and all six members of the Council were present at

I; the July 15, 1991 meeting. The resolution to "accept and ratify
I ;
'1 the Memorandum of Agreement . . . regarding the City Pension

Plan"  was voted on by the Council. Two councilors, Collins and

,' Giesing, voted llFor" the pension agreement. Three, Gerrish,

I; Dunbar-Rose, and Stack, voted l'Against.ll Councilor Haviland/
!
11 abstained. Decision No. 3161, Findings, 1 14, p. 4. The
;'
/I resolution "to  accept and ratify" did not pass.

i

The Mayor and Councilors met on August 26, 1991.
II

The matter!

11 of the
1;

'Inew pension agreement" again was on the agenda.

t/

11
R-91-8-101 RESOLUTION TO RATIFY THE MEMORANDUM OF

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE CITY OF GROTON AND
THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FIRE

Ii FIGHTERS, AFL-CIO, LOCAL 1964, REGARDING
iI
‘i

THE CITY PENSION PLAN, EFFECTIVE UNTIL
/ JULY I, 1996.
I

WHEREAS, through the process of negotiations, the City
of Groton and the International Association of Fire
Fighters, AFL-CIO, Local 1964, have reached a

7



memorandum of agreement regarding the City Pension
Plan, __ 7

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED the Mayor and Council accept
and ratify the Memorandum of Agreement between the City
of Groton and the International Association of Fire
Fighters, AFL-CIO, Local 1964, regarding the City
Pension Plan, effective until July 1, 1996.

!j Mayor and Council Agenda, August 26, 1991, p. 3
i! 13.

, Record, Item

/I
The action on the resolution to accept and ratify the "new

pension agreement" is recorded in the Council minutes as follows:

R-91-8-101 RESOLUTION TO RATIFY THE MEMORANDUM OF
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE CITY OF GROTON AND
THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FIRE
FIGHTERS, AFL-CIO, LOCAL 1964, REGARDING

/ THE CITY PENSION PLAN, EFFECTIVE UNTIL
JULY I, 1996.

WHEREAS, through the process of negotiations, the City
of Groton and the International Association of Fire
Fighters, AFL-CIO, Local 1964, have reached a
memorandum of agreement regarding the City Pension
Plan,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED the Mayor and Council accept
and ratify the Memorandum of Agreement between the City
of Groton and the International Association of Fire
Fighters, AFL-CIO, Local 1964, regarding the City
Pension Plan, effective until July 1, 1996.

COUNCILOR HAVILAND moved, COUNCILOR COLLINS second,
Resolution R-91-8-101 be approved.

COUNCILOR GERRISH stated he requested this proposal be
considered again because since the first time it was
considered he has gathered information which supports
the proposed pension plan.

COUNCILOR HAVILAND stated because he is a volunteer
member of the fire department and not paid, he would be
voting on this proposal.

8
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; j
’

VOTED: FOR AGAINST ABSTAIN
COLLINS DUNBAR-ROSE
GERRISH __ T
HAVILAND

SO VOTED and declared DEFEATED by Mayor Kolnaski.

Minutes of Special Meeting of Mayor and Council, August 26, 1991,
PP- 7-8, Record, Exhibit 14.

As the minutes state, the Mayor and only four councilors

were present at his meeting. Three of the council voted to

accept and ratify the "new agreement," one voted against.

The City Charter contains the following provision:

'IAt any meeting of the mayor and councilors, a total of
five (5) shall constitute a quorum for transaction of
business. No vote shall be adopted except on the
approval of a majority of councilors." Charter,
Article III, Section 5.

The Mayor declared the matter had not been approved because

the Charter provided that adoption of any matter required a

majority vote of the full council. Decision No. 3161, Findings,

111 20 - 23, p. 5.

The Fire Fighters Union then filed a complaint with the !I

defendant State Board of Labor Relations. The complaint stated: !

"Mayor Catherine Kolnaski refuses to support the I
pension agreement she negotiated with the Union even
though 4 of the 6 City Councilors have voted in favor
of the agreement during two separate Council votes by
insisting on further Union concession.

"Mayor Kolnaski failed to support the negotiated
agreement during a 3 to 1, in favor, Council vote,
where her vote would have constituted the majority of
the full Council during the absence of 2 Councilors.

9



1‘1 "The  Union believes that Mayor Kolnaski should'support
11 the negotiated agreement between herself and the Union,
1; and that her vote should have ratified the agreement."
/;

Complaint, MPP-14093, filed September 18,
i Court Exhibit 1.3

1991; MERA, MC-3-80;a

/ j
I I The Fire Fighters filed an amended complaint on December 27,'

ji 1991 . The amended complaint alleged:
I !
i/ Sections 7-470(c)  and 7-474 (b,c)  have been violated by the
: ' City by;

i

I ; 1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Mayor failed to present the agreement to the
City Council within 14 days of May 10, 1991
by submitting agreement on July 15, 1991.

Mayor failed to allow the City Council to act
on the agreement within 30 days from the end
of the 14 day period allowed for submittal by
presenting agreement to the City Council on
July 15, 1991.

Mayor failed to return the agreement to the
parties for future bargaining after the July
15, 1991 Council vote, and the August 26
Council vote.

Mayor refuses to negotiate in good faith by
not replying to the Union's October 3, 1991
letter.

Mayor refused to allow the City Council to
reconsider their vote at the September 16,
1,991 Council meeting.

3 The Record returned to this court did not contain
either of the two complaints filed by the Fire Fighters Union.
At the request of the court, counsel for the Labor Board
forwarded a copy of each to the court. They were entered as
exhibits at the court hearing on this matter. Transcript of
Court Proceedings, 10/29/1996,  pp. 4-7. Exhibit 1 and 2.

10
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/

! !

6) Mayor refused to accept the majority vote of
the City Council at the August 26, 1991
Council meeting which voted 3 to 1 in favor
of agreement. ,

7) Mayor refuses to negotiate a Council
recommended change to the agreement as
directed by a 4 to 2 Council vote on
September 23, 1991.

8) Mayor has bargained in bad faith by not
supporting the agreement she negotiated
knowing that 4 of the 6 City Councilors
support it.

The Union believes that the City did not act on
the negotiated agreement within the timely manner
mandated; that the City Council approved the agreement
by majority vote on August 26, 1991, therefore, a
binding agreement exists between the parties.

The City should be held responsible for any costs
placed upon the Union, including retroactive pension
contributions to July 1, 1991.

Amended Complaint, MPP-14,093, filed December 27, 1991, MERA
MC-3-80. Court Exhibit 2.

The SBLR heard the parties on July 6, 1992 and September 4,

1992. The City of Groton filed a brief with the Board on October:
I

15, 1992. i
1

Thirteen months later, on November 24, 1993 the SBLR

rendered it.s  decision and order which is the subject of this I
I

appeal. SBLR Decision No. 3161 (November 24, 1963). I

The SBLR found:

"24. The Ausust 26 vote (three council members in
favor of the resolution to accept and ratify the
pension agreement, one opposed) constituted approval of
the 'request for funds' and approval of 'any provisions
of the agreement, which are in conflict with any

11



charter, special act, ordinance, rule or regulation by
a majority vote of those present and voting onthe
matter', [Sic] within the meaning of 57-474(b):*-  SBLR
Decision No. 3161, Findings, 1 24, p. 5.

Then, the SBLR concluded:

I

; I

ij
"In summary, we conclude that the August 26 vote

constituted, under §7-474(b), approval of a request for
funds for the pension agreement and approval of any
provisions of the pension agreement in conflict with
any existing legal creations of the City (as such
creations are enumerated in 57-474(b). Thus, a valid
and binding pension agreement exists.11 [Footnotes
omitted.] SBLR Decision No. 3161, Discussion, p. 8-9.

The SBLR held that the August 26 three-to-one vote on the

'1 resolution to accept and ratify the pension agreement, which had

'1 failed to carry because of the "majority of the councilors"

requirement of the Charter, actually was a vote on a "request for

11 funds necessary to implement such written agreement and for
i
; :
! approval of any provisions of the agreement which are in conflict

' with [certain enumerated laws] . . . It under C.G.S. 5 7-474(b)
;i
i; which could be approved or rejected 'Iby a majority vote of those !

present and voting on the matter." I
t

Having concluded that the "new pension agreement" was

Iiii approved by the City Council on August 26, 1991, the SBLR held
i ;
i/ "the City committed a prohibited practice by not recognizing and
II! !
j/ implementing" the "new pension agreement." In the Matter of City
/j
/j of Groton and Local 1964, GAFF,  SBLR Decision No. 3161, November
!
i’I1 24, 1993, Discussion, p. 9.
/I

/i
/I
/I;

/I

12
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;

The defendant SBLR entered an order that the City of Groton ]

shall "[clease and desist from failing to implement"the  Pension i

Agreement reflected in the writing of July, 1991 and acted on by i

the City Council on August 26, 1991."

The City has filed this appeal.

Further facts will be set forth where relevant.

AGGRIEVENENT

The plaintiff bears the burden of showing aggrievement in

this appeal taken pursuant to the Uniform Administrative

Procedure Act. C.G.S. § 4-183(a). Aggrievement must be

established by in-court evidence; aggrievement is not established

by the administrative record. State Library v. Freedom of

Information Commission, 41 Conn. App. 641 (June 11, 1996);

certifications (2) granted, 239 Conn. 903-4 (September 18, 19961..

A stipulation of fact, the functional equivalent of evidence, may'

be used to establish aggrievement. The parties have stipulated j

that the Board issued the cease and desist order against the City/

of Groton which was served on the City. Transcript of Court j

Proceedings, 10/29/1996, p. 2. The plaintiff, City of Groton, is
I

aggrieved; it has been found to have committed a prohibited I

practice and an order was issued against the City by the I

defendant State Board of Labor Relations ordering the City to

cease, and desist from, the prohibited practice.

13
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/I
The court finds the plaintiff City of Groton was and is ;

1

: aggrieved by the defendant Board's action.
--‘..T

i

jj

\I

i’
/I DISCUSSION

/:

I/
The crucial issue is whether the Groton City Council had

I/ approved the "new  pension agreement" with the Fire Fighters Union
: ;
:
j on August 26, 1991.
)
: Negotiators for the Fire Fighters and the City negotiated on

the terms of a new pension agreement. Eventually agreement was

reached and later those terms were incorporated into a "new
:

!; pension agreement." Exhibit 24.

1 j The "new  pension agreement" specifically provided: "This

: agreement is subject to approval of the Groton City Council."I!
/I
j: Record, Item 24, y 9.
/
/
I :

The "new  pension agreement" came before the City Council as

a resolution on July 15, 1991, and again on August 26, 1991.

Except for the identifying numbers, the resolution item was

stated in the agendas and the minutes for both meetings in 1

identical text. [The relevant entries from these agendas and !

minutes are set forth verbatim at pages 6 - 9. above.]
I

Knowing that the agreement itself required council approval,;
,

a normal reading of the City Council agendas and minutes would 1

lead to the conclusion that the City Council action was in

furtherance of the requirement of the agreement. Nowhere in its

14
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I !

memorandum of decision does the SBLR express any recognition of

the fact that the negotiated "new  pension agreementIt  by its own

specific terms required City Council approval. The "new  pension

agreement's" requirement for Council approval existed therefore

independent of any MERA statutory requirement.

The SBLR states:

I'Although  the Union alleges multiple violations of
the Act on various actions and conduct by the Mayor
with regard to negotiation of the pension agreement,
one aspect of its charge has overriding significance.
Specifically, it claims that a binding pension
agreement exists between the parties as a result of the
City Council's vote of August 26, 1991. .Since the
status of the pension plan is of paramount concern, we
address that issue first, and then turn to the other
specific allegations.

"We agree with the Union that a binding'pension
agreement exists by virtue of the August 26 City
Council vote. Section 7-47(b) provides that the
legislative body may approve or reject as a whole, 'I&
a maioritv vote of those nresent and votinq on the
matter," 1) a request for funds necessary to implement
such written agreement and 2) a request for approval of
any provision of the agreement which is in conflict
with any charter, special act, ordinance, rule or
regulation.. or certain General Statutes. It is
undisputed that the tally of votes on August 26 - three
in favor and one against - reflected that a majority of
those present and voting on the matter approved the
version of the pension agreement, which originally had
come before the Council on July 15, 1993. Although the
Town Charter provides that motions do not carry unless
a majority of the full Board approves it - i.e., in
this case four votes, we conclude that the statute is
so explicit as to the nature of the vote required that
it takes precedence over that Charter provision.

'IWe recognize that the initial July 15 vote, on
this same version of the pension agreement, resulted in
rejection of the agreement, but we find no basis in

15
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: ’

1 :

: ;
this fact for ignoring the clear wishes of the majority
of those councilors voting on the same proposal at a
subsequent meeting, particularly where the agenda
provided notice that the same resolution was up for a
vote.

"The  statutory scheme contemplates that the
legislative body will act on the written agreement
between the chief executive officer and the Union.
There is absolutely no evidence here that the basic
agreement between the chief executive officer (the
Mayor) and the Union had been altered because no new
negotiations had occurred, no new positions had.been
communicated, and in fact, the negotiators had not even
talked in the interim. All that was still lacking was
the approval of the legislative body, and that was
finally given on August 26. The Act encourages
collective bargaining and voluntary agreement of the
parties. It would be contrary to those purposes to
ignore a statutorily correct approval and force the
parties to arbitrate where they have reached agreement.

"While the Mayor challenges the propriety of the
August 26 vote under Robert's Rules concerning
'reconsiderations,' we note that Robert's Rules had
never been officially adopted by the Mayor and Council,
and thus we decline to let a technical argument
involving conformity with those Rules stand in the way
of a vote, which meets the statutory requirements. We
also decline to determine whether or not the argument
is valid.

"In summary, we conclude that the August 26 vote
constituted, under 57-474(b), approval of a request for
funds for the pension agreement and approval of any
provisions of the pension agreement in conflict with
any existing legal creations of the City (as such
creations are enumerated in §7-474(b). Thus, a valid
and binding pension agreement exists."
Decision No. 3181 (19931, pp. 8-9.

City of Groton,

Section 7-474(b)  played a pivotal role in the SBLR's: :
:. decision.
j!

It provides:

;i
1;

'IAny agreement reached by the negotiators shall be

jj reduced to writing. Except where the legislative body
;:I
i i 16
fIIIii
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is the town meeting, a request for funds necessary to
implement such written agreement and for approval of
any provisions of the agreement which are in conflict
with any charter, special act, ordinance, rule or
regulation adopted by the municipal employer or its
agents, such as a personnel board or civil service
commission, or any general statute directly regulating
the hours of work of policemen or firemen or any
general statute providing for the method or manner of
covering or removing employees from coverage under the
Connecticut municipal employees' retirement system or
under the Policemen and Firemen Survivors' Benefit Fund
shall be submitted by the bargaining representative of
the municipality within fourteen days of the date on
which such agreement is reached to the legislative body
which may approve or reject such request as a whole by
a majority vote of those present and voting on the
matter; but, if rejected, the matter shall be returned
to the parties for further bargaining. Failure by the
bargaining representative of the municipality to'submit
such request to the legislative body within such
fourteen-day period shall be considered to be a
prohibited practice committed by the municipal
employer. Such request shall be considered approved if
the legislative body fails to vote to approve or reject
such request within thirty days of the end of the
fourteen-day period for submission to said body. Where
the legislative body is the town meeting, approval of
the agreement by a majority of the selectmen shall make
the agreement valid and binding upon the town and the
board of finance shall appropriate or provide whatever
funds are necessary to comply with such collective
bargaining agreement." C.G.S. § 7-474(b).

9
The linchpin of the SBLR's innovative rationale is the two- '

ii step improvisation it fashioned to reach its conclusion.: i; i
I

f: According to the City Charter, to pass, a resolution to "accept i

'1 and ratify"; would need a majority of the councilors, four, voting:
I

ii for the resolution. On August 26, the vote was only three-to-one;
1 !
!in favor of the resolution.
;I

As a vote to accept and ratify or to:

1: approve the "new pension agreement, the vote failed. So, the I

17



SBLR,  as an initial  step,  called  the August  26, 1991  vote  "to

1: accept  and  ratify" the  "new  pension  agreement"  an--tiapproval  of
s 8
; the 'request  for funds'  and  approval  of 'any  provisions  of the

.j agreement  which  are in conflict  with  any  charter  special  act,

ordinance, rule  or regulation  . . . . [‘Ill Decision  No.  3181,

Findings  of Fact,  q 24, p. 5. A "C.G.S.  5 7-474(b)  request"*  is

approved  'Iby  a majority  vote  of those  present  and  voting  on the

matter" rather  than  the  Charter's "majority  of the councilors"

:( provision. The August  26, 1991  vote,  by SBLR  legerdemain, having

become  a vote  on a "C.G.S.  § 7-474(b)  request"  so it could  be

i, passed  by "majority  vote  of those  present  and  voting,"  was then

' re-christened  an approval  of the  "new  pension  agreement."
:
1,

: !
There  is nothing  in the record  made  before  the SBLR  which

I: substantiates  or justifies  this  process  or result. This

!

I

transmogrification  has  its  origins  in the  post-hearing  doings  of

the SBLR. As is shown  below, there  is no basis  for it ip the

j record  before  the SBLR  or the law.

The  court  has carefully  reviewed  the record. First,  the

original  complaint  the  Fire  Fighters  filed  with  the SBLR  does  not

make, or even  hint  of, any  claim that  C.G.S.  § 7-474(b)  was

violated  or that  a "C.G.S.  §7-474(b)  request"  was  involved. The

4 "C.G.S.  8 7-474(b)  request" is this  court's  term  for the
request  described  and defined  in the second  sentence  of C.G.S.  5
7-474(b).

18



jt original complaint does cite "C.G.S.  5 7-470 c," which probably
i/

ij was meant to be a reference to C.G.S. § 7-470(c). -‘Court Exhibit
iI
;I 1. The SBLR described that complaint as "alleging that the City

1; of Groton (the City) had engaged and was engaging in practices
' !
IiI/ prohibited by § 7-470 of the Municipal Employees Relations Act
i:
f: (the Act) .I1 SBLR Decision 3181, p. 1.
i
I. The amended complaint states that "[sections 7-470 (c) and

7-474 (b,c) have been violated by the City by . . ..I1 Eight

, numbered paragraphs follow. Only one even suggests the August

26, 1991 vote approved the "new  pension agreement." That

:; paragraph states:

s 6) Mayor refused to accept the majority vote of the
City Council at the Aug 26, 1991 Council meeting which
voted 3 to 1 in favor of agreement." Court Exhibit 2.

ii
t
!, An unnumbered paragraph followed, part of which may be
I
il;I relevant here:
1 I
it "The  Union believes . . . that the City Council
ii

II
approved the agreement by majority vote on Aug. 26,

Ii
1991, therefore a binding agreement exist between the
parties." Court Exhibit 2.: !i '

ii

I

The SBLR states the Fire Fighters' amended complaint

I
I

l'[slpecifically . . . claims that a binding pension agreement

I\ exists between the parties as a result of the City's Council's

11 vote on August 26, 1991." Decision No. 3181, p. 7.
I!
j/ No fair reading of the amended complaint would alert anyone
Ii

' that the Union claimed pursuant to C.G.S. § 7-474(b) that the



.

;/ August 26, 1991 vote was a vote on a request (1) for funds

/i necessary to implement the "new  pension agreement"--and, (2) for
ij
I: approval of any provisions of the,"new  pension agreement" which
1 !i 'I'Jo conflicted with certain existing laws. The word llrequestll  does
; /
!II/ not even appear in the complaint or amended complaint. See
Ii
!i Exhibits 1 and 2. The Union's allegations that the August 26,
I

/ 1991 three to one vote "in favor of agreement," and "the City

Council approved the agreement by majority vote" evince no more

than its position that the majority vote prevailed because of the

Union's failure and/or refusal to recognize the "Inlo vote shall

be adopted except on the approval of a majority of the

:, councilorsll requirement of the City Charter. The amended

! complaint does not set forth a Union made claim that the August
: !
:.  243, 1991 three-to-one vote 'Ito accept and ratify" the "new

Ij pension agreement II was a vote pursuant to C.G.S,'§  7-474(b) on a

! request for funds and approval of those provisions of the "new: !ji/jj pension agreement" which were in conflict with certain laws which,

11 then became an approval of the "new  pension agreement."
Ii

The 1

/I amended complaint does not indicate any awareness of, or reliance:

f on
I I

I!
the "majority vote of those present and voting on the matter"/

i/ provision of C.G.S. 5 7-474(b). This is borne out by the 1
]! f
1: testimony at the SBLR's hearing; Ellis Hartman, the Fire I
1:
!I Fighters President, who signed the original and the amended I
ii 1

,I complaint, testified that he thought the I
"new pension agreement" /
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was approved because the three to one vote in favor was a vote of'

the majority. See Transcript of Proceedings, 7/6/&392, p. He

did not indicate any awareness of the Charter's majority of the

councilors provision.5 Nor did he indicate any awareness of or

reliance on the "majority vote of those present and voting on the

matter" provision of C.G.S. § 7-474(b)  and/or a "C.G.S.  § 4-

474(b) request." The amended complaint does not, by any

plausible reading or interpretation, make or set forth a claim

such as that found and relied upon by the SBLR.

The Fire Fighters' amended complaint did not appraise either

the City or the SBLR that the Fire Fighters were claiming that

the August 26, 1991 vote was an approval of the new pension

agreement because it was a vote on a "C.G.S.  § 7-474(b) request."

5 Further indication that Mr. Hartman  did not consider the
August 26 vote as a vote on a "C.G.S.  5 7-474(b) request" or that
he relied on the "majority vote of those present and voting" I
provision of § 7-474(b) is found in his letter to the Mayor dated1
October 2, 1991. This was just two weeks after he signed the
original complaint. He referred to the "three to I [Sic] City I
Council vote on the proposed pension agreement." Hartman  stated: 1
l'Common sense tells me, that where 4 of the 6 City Councilors I
have voiced their approval of the agreement, that the binding
arbitration process would be an unnecessary waste of money for

I

both the City and the Union." Record, Item 28. This is an II
apparent reference to the fact that Councilor Giesing had voted
for the pension agreement at the July 15, 1991 meeting but was !
not present at the August 26, 1991 meeting. The four in favor,
by Hartman's count, were Councilor Giesing on July 15 and
Councilors Collins, Gerrish, and Haviland on August 26. See pp.
7-8, above; Record, Items 8 and 14.
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I:
!
I:
I

/!

The court has examined the transcript of the two-day hearing

1 held by the SBLR. Nothing in that record even suggests the fire

~1 fighters claimed the August 26 , 1991 vote was a vote on "C.G.S.  §

Ii 7-474(b) request." The word l'requestll does not even appear in

1: the transcript. While "C.G.S.  § 7-474(b)" is mentioned several
i,
[I times, it is not mentioned in the context of the August 26, 1991
!'
: vote being a vote on a lVrequestll as authorized by that section.

The fire fighters presented nothing by way of evidence or

argument contending that the August 26, 1991 vote was a vote

i, pursuant to C.G.S. 5 7-474(b) and therefore subject to its
'

"majority vote of those present and voting" lower vote

requirement.

The transcript of the SBLR proceedings makes no reference to

the "majority vote of those present and voting" provision of

C.G.S. § 7-474(b). Neither the Fire Fighters nor the SBLR ever

mentioned or suggested that the "majority vote of those present :

and voting" provision of C.G.S. § 7-474(b) was or even might be

involved.

After the close of the evidentiary hearing on September 4,

1992, the Fire Fighters, although indicating it would file a

brief, did not file any brief with the SBLR. Transcript of SBLR /

Proceedings, g/4/92, p.90. The City of Groton filed a brief on

October 15, 1992. It did not address any issue contemplating

that the August 26, 1991 vote involved a "C.G.S.  § 7-474(b) ,

22
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* 1 request" and the lower vote requirement of C.G.S. § 7-474(b).

;I This is at least some indication that the City was-dot aware that

: there was an issue as to the August 26, 1991 vote's being a vote

on a "C.G.S. § 4-474(b) request."

Thus, as of October 15, 1992, the SBLR record is totally

void of any indication that the August 26, 1991 vote of the

Groton City Council was a vote on a "C.G.S. § 4-474(b) request"

and therefore could be, or was approved, by virtue of the lower

vote requirements of C.G.S. § 4-474(b).

The first time the record shows anything to the effect that

the August 26, 1991 vote was a vote on a "C.G.S.  § 4-474(b)

request" was when the SBLR issued its decision on November 24,

1993. During the thirteen months the SBLR had this matter under

submission, a transmogrification occurred: the August 26, 1991

vote to approve the "new pension agreement" became a vote on a

"C.G.S.  5 7-474(b) request" and instantly an approval of the

agreement.

This result is wholly at odds with the law and finds no

support in the record.
ji
j! The word V1agreement8'  and the word l~request~~  are, of course,
;

11 different.1; They are not synonyms or even distant cousins in

ii meaning. No rule of statutory construction is known to the court.:  ! ; !
1: which makes them otherwise as used in C.G.S. 5 7-474(b). Nor is j

I, the court aware of any reason why these words should not be
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j

: "construed according to the commonly approved usage of the

1' language." C.G.S. § l-l(a). Neither word has "acquired  a
I'
I peculiar and appropriate meaning in the law" of municipal labor

i relations. Id. There is no judicial authority that these words

;, have the same meaning.6 And, it does not appear the SBLR has
; 1

4 6 The court is aware of International Brotherhood of
Police Officers, Local 564 v. Jewett  City, 234 Conn. 123 (1995).

i That case involved "aspects of compulsory arbitration under 8 7-
473c, on the one hand, and aspects of collective bargaining under

5 7-474." Id, @ 134. There, the parties involved in the
collective bargaining process were at an impasse and were in
compulsory arbitration under 5 7-473. Nevertheless, while the
arbitration process was taking place, the parties continued their
negotiations and "reached complete agreements on all unresolved
issues." At the parties' request, "the arbitration panel issued,

as its awards, the unsigned collective bargaining agreements of
the parties." [Footnote omitted.] 234 Conn. @ 129.

The plaintiff moved to confirm the award pursuant to C.G.S.
§ 52-417. The defendant, the receiver for Jewett City, moved to

! dismiss the action claiming there was no arbitral award as used
in MERA. The trial court denied the motion to dismiss and
; confirmed the award.

The Supreme Court held that the purported arbitration award
' was actually a collective bargaining agreement, not an arbitralt :
1 award. It therefore could not be confirmed judicially pursuant
I' to C.G.S. § 52-417. The Supreme Court directed the dismissal of
the plaintiff's action for confirmation.

: 4
i i

I i
; :

In its discussion, the Supreme Court quoted from § 7-474(b).
It then stated: "In contradistinction to arbitral awards under §
7-473c, therefore, collective bargaining agreements are subject
to municipal legislative rejection by a simple majority vote
rather than a two-thirds majority vote." 234 Conn. @ 134. By
that statement, the Supreme Court did not equate a collective
bargaining agreement with a 5 7-474(b) request. It only meant
that if a § 7-474(b) request is submitted to the legislative body
in connection with an "agreement reached by the negotiators" and
the request is rejected by a simple majority vote of those
present and voting, the net effect is a rejection of the

/
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I
I :

/ previously considered these words as synonyms. As will be shown j

below, the SBLR, with the exception of this case, has recognized ;--z
; the distinction between these words in the context of C.G.S. 8 7- j
I I

/ 474(b). I
These words, tlagreementl'  and llrequest," as used in C.G.S. §

7-474 (b), are not as a matter of law one and the same. The SBLR i

acknowledges that they are not the same. Transcript of Court

Proceedings, October 29, 1996, p. 28.

The record shows that on August 26, 1991, the City Council

;; voted on the agreement. The SBLR wanted to transform that City
/I;I Council vote into a vote on a "C.G.S.  5 7-474(b) request." What
jj
i to worry! The ~~agreementl~ must have meant a 'lrequest.ll  So
, :
, Humpty Dumpty like, the SBLR chose to have "agreementll  mean

ii
ji 11request.117!
‘

//
Not being the same as a matter of law, the SBLR's treating

them as one and the same must be based on a factual determination

made by the SBLR. Necessarily, the SBLR had to find as a fact

collective bargaining agreement. In no way does the Supreme
Court even suggest that an approval of a § 7-474(b) request by a
simple majority of the legislative body present and voting
constitutes an approval of the agreement itself.

Jewett  City is not authority that "agreementI'  and "request"
as used in § 7-474(b) are one and the same.

7 "When I use a word," Humpty Dumpty said, in a rather . _ij y-z”;;  p;;r ‘, "it means just what I choose it to mean -- neither
i/

. Carroll, Through the Looking-Glass, ch. VI.

I

i/
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11 that the August 26, 1996 vote of the City Council, although
: i

Ii
;i ostensibly a vote
.i

"to  accept and ratify" the "new-pension
I I
f; agreement," was in fact a vote on a "C.G.S.  5 7-474(b) request,"
! i!
, i.e., 'Ia request for funds necessary to implement such written
'i
1: agreement and for approval of any provisions of the agreement
/!
ii which are in conflict with any charter, special act, ordinance,
i!
jI
;i rule . . ..I' C.G.S. § 7-474(b).
!

As is the case with any fact finding by an administrative

, agency, including a fact finding by the SBLR, the evidentiary

record before the agency must support that finding of fact. The

I! SBLR's  findings of fact must be supported by "substantial
:
evidence."

The court has carefully reviewed the entire Record of the

ij SBLR's  proceedings in this case as returned by it to this court.

:( As will be developed below,j I there is nothing in the record which
: ;
! even intimates the GrQton  City Council voted on a "C.G.S.  § 7-

/I
ij 474(b) request" on August 26, 1991.

I! There is no evidence that any provision of the "new  pension
j!
I/
ii

agreement" was in conflict "with  any [Grotonl charter, special

I/ act, ordinance, rule or regulation adopted by [Groton]  or its
!

j/
agents,/I such as a personnel board or civil service commission, or

i/ any general statute directly regulating the hours of work of
;j
ji policemen  or firemen or any general statute providing for the
i'
1/ method or manner of covering or removing employees from coverage
ii

26
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jj

ji

I/
Ii
I ’
I/
i/ /
I !

/i
I/

under the Connecticut municipal employees' retirement system or [

I/ under the Policemen and Firemen Survivors' Benefit Fund." C.G.S. j
I ; --‘--
: :
j/ 5 7-474(b). 4

i 1!
/ The Record does not contain anything which even suggests the

ii City Council was voting to approve any provisions of the
;I
1; agreement "just  in case"
1j

there were any which conflicted with any.

I! law enumerated in C.G.S. § 7-474(b). That is,
I ' there is nothing
:
i which indicates the Council "voted  in the blind." The court!  I
' would not attribute such irresponsible conduct to the Council.

l

Again, there is nothing in the Record which would support a

finding that the Council knew it was, or was, voting to approve

; "any  provisions of the agreement which [were] in conflict with

any"  provisions of law as enumerated in § 7-474(b).

During the court hearing, the court asked:

The Court: Okay. So you would agree with me that the City
Council on August 26th wasn't voting about
approval of any conflicting provisions?

Counsel for the SBLR candidly answered: "1 would agree with

that." Transcript of Court Proceedings, 10/29/96,  p. 34-35. .

I The August 26, 1991 vote of the City Council was not a vote

i on a request for approval of any provision(s) of the "new  pension

1 agreement" which were, or might be, in conflict with any of laws
I

i described in C.G.S. 5 7-474(b).
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Similarly,
/

the Record contains nothing which would support ai

ji finding that the August 26, 1996 Council vote was on a request
/ i --.- I

i ,': for funds necessary to implement the "new pension agreement." I4:/
' ! Perhaps the most significant part of the "new pension

/I agreement"
!!

is that which requires each firefighter to increase

I/ his or her contribution from 7 3 % to 7 $4 % of his/her base
! 1
i earnings including certain overtime. Certainly, that provision

'1 did not necessitate any funds from the City. No requests for

funds was needed by virtue of that term.

The "new pension agreement" was to be in effect for five

I: years. It provided that a limited amount of a firefighter's

': overtime income would be included in the calculation of the

I; firefighter's "final  average earnings." Overtime would be
; :
: included as follows: $1,000 as of July 1, 1991, $1,500 as of July;i

ii 1, 1993, and $2,000 as of July 1, 1995. This overtime was
I

subject to the new 7 'A % contribution rate.

The third substantive provision of the new pension agreement

changed the basis for calculating the "final average earnings."

The "final average earnings" would be "averaged over the highest

three (3) [instead of five (5)l calendar years of employment as a

fireman."

It is conceivable that either or both of these two

provisions of the "new pension agreement," might require more

funds from the City. However, whether these provisions would
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require additional City funds, or the amount, if any, thereof, :

can not be determined without having the information needed to do,

the actuarial valuation, e.g., the number of and age of each fire'

i' fighter, each fire fighter's present years of service, years to

ii eligibility for retirement, years to retirement, etc.

it,!I ::
This information is not in the record of the SBLR. Thus,

\j the record does not contain the information necessary to

I' determine if either one or both of these two provisions

necessitated additional City funding.

More telling of course, is the absence of any showing that

!' the one quarter of one per cent increase in each participant's

contribution would not cover the costs, if any, caused by the
:: other two provisions of the "new pension agreement.l'e! I The

record developed before the SBLR is insufficient to make this

; determination.

, The SBLR simply did not have information of record which

would enable it to conclude that the "new  pension agreement"

required new or additional funds from the City. The record also

indicates the SBLR did not make any express finding that the "new:

pension agreement," unsubstantiated as such a finding would be, j

required new or additional funding from the City. Such a finding!
I

I /
8 It should be noted that the one quarter of one percent /

increase in the firefighters' contributions applies to all of the!
earnings of the firefighters used for determining the "final
average earnings," not just the 'Inew" limited overtime.
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ii
11 i; is implicit in the SBLR conclusion that the August 26, 1991 vote

/! to accept and ratify the
!

"new pension agreement" l'-constituted
/
I/ approval of the 'request for funds"' necessary to implement the
III
ii "new pension agreement.": :! !, '
Ii The
ii

"new pension agreement" amended the original pension
I I
!i agreement which was adopted in 1976.
i1

Under the terms of the "new

!I pension agreement," all provisions of the original 1976 agreement

' which were not specifically amended by the "new pension

agreement" remained in full force and effect. The 1976 agreement

contained a provision calling for a triennial actuarial valuationii!
! j and an automatic funding by the City for the 'amounts shown

i necessary. That automatic funding provision is set forth in full

# at page 5-6, above. See also Record, Item .
i ,
!

I Because of this provision of the 1976 pension agreement,

there was no need for a request for funds even if the new pension

agreement necessitated additional funds from the City.

During the court hearing, the court asked:

The Court: Was there any evidence'before the Board that
this agreement, proposed agreement, was going to
cost the City anything?

With candor, SBLR counsel answered: "No . " Transcript of

Court Proceedings, 10/29/96, p. 35.'

9 At the court's hearing on this appeal, in response to the
court's question as to how the SBLR could conclude that the "new
pension agreement" necessitated additional funding, SBLR counsel
suggested that the Board, based on its experience and/or
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It is quite clear the SBLR did not make, and could not have :

made, a substantiated finding that the City Council-=vote  taken on

August 26, 1991 was a vote on 'Ia request for funds necessary to I

: implement the ['new pension agreement’].”
: .I
I Thus, the court must conclude that the vote of the City !

t
Council taken on August 26, 1991, was not a vote on "C.G.S.  § 7- /
I
i 474(b) request."

I

The SBLR was wrong in holding that the August 26, 1991 vote

: was a vote pursuant to C.,G.S.  § 7-474(b).

I! 1
The second step of the SBLR's improvisation that the August

iI 26, 1991 approved the "new pension agreement" is equally flawed.
1
j; The SBLR states: II[t]he  statutory scheme contemplates that the
ij
ii legislative body will act on the written agreement between the
i;
chief executive officer and the Union. . . . All that was

::

11 ~;~e;r-:~mo~;e;;~~ that the "new pension agreement" would cost
. Transcript of Proceedings, 10/29/1996, p.

The court views that proposition as dubious. A
"new pension agreement" will cost the City

is not borne out by the record. The SBLR has conceded
Transcript of Court Proceedings, 10/29/96, p. 35. And,

such a presumption has no basis in law. To the extent that the
is derived from the SBLR's expertise and experience,

on an administrative agency to give notice to the
11 parties when it intends to rely on such information so that a
j/ party has the opportunity to meet same. The SBLR never informed
ii .the parties that it viewed the August 26, 1991 vote as a vote on
I/ a "C.G.S.  5 7-474(b) request," or that it was considering the
I applicability of the "majority vote of those present and voting"
/ provision of-8 7-474(b)  .- More specifically, the SBLR gave no
I warning that it l~presumedl~  the
\

"new pension agreement" would
require additional City funds.
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j/ still lacking was the approval of the legislative body, and that :
j!
ji was finally given on August 26." Decision No. 318&,  p. 8. f
* 1
ii

'I 4
ii How the SBLR divined this "contemplationl'  is not known to
I
(I the ‘court.
ii

The statute does not express it; in fact the statute

ii indicates otherwise. And, SBLR precedents expressly negate the
i !:
:i proposition.

Elsewhere in its discussion, the SBLR stated:

l'Although  the Town Charter provides that motions do not
carry unless a majority of the full Board approves it -
i.e., in this case four votes, we conclude that he
statute is so explicit as to the nature of the vote
required that it takes precedence over the Charter
provision." City of Groton, Decision No. 3181, p. 8.

: The notion that MERA contemplates or requires municipal

:/ legislative approval of a negotiated collective bargaining
'
j' agreement flies in the face of both early and recent, well-i :
iI;: reasoned, sound SBLR precedent on MERA and C.G.S. 5 4-474(b).jIij :I
:I In the Matter of Town of Milford  (Highway Department) -and-.
I !
'i
I

International Brotherhood Of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen

11
1

& Helpers of America, Local Union No. 677 . SBLR Decision No. 740;
f

j

1:

(1967) is the earliest case decided by the SBLR with which the
i

1 present case conflicts. The pivotal issue in that case was the I

! role and authority assigned the municipal legislative body by the/

I/ second sentence of C.G.S. § 7-474(b).1°  There, the SBLR held:
II

;
i

I
loAt that time, the second sentence of C.G.S. § 7-474(b) did !

not contain the introductory phrase, "except where the
legislative body is the town meeting." Thus, at that time the i

I
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Ii
I !

11[T]he  onlv question  nronerlv  to be submitted to the town meeting!

here was the recuest for funds; the approval or disapproval of j
--.= /

the agreement in any other respect was not within the province of i

the town meeting." [Underscoring in original] Id, @ 3 (a).ll :

The Town of Milford appealed the SBLR decision to the
I

Superior Court in Litchfield County. The court upheld the SBLR. j

The court stated:

/

"The  Act (as of 1965) clearly provides what shall
be the [legislative body's] role in the process of
negotiating and reaching an agreement. This does not
include the power to approve or disapprove the contract
under the facts here. . . .

"To follow the statute calls for submission to the
[legislative body] of a request for funds in a specific
amount. Relevant to that submission are only those
aspects of the agreement (e.g. raises in salary,
monetary benefits) which determine that amount. The
statute gave the [legislative body] only the function
of approving or disapproving a request for funds
required to meet the amount called for by the contract,
and not the function of approving or disapproving the
terms of the contract itself. The only question
properly to have been submitted to the [legislative
body] the request for funds."

. . .

same second sentence also applied to those municipalities where
the legislative body was the town meeting. P.A. 708 of 1967,
enacted after that case, excepted municipalities with town
meetings from the provisions of the second sentence of C.G.S. §
7-474(b) and added the present last sentence providing the
procedure for funding for those municipalities.

II 11 In that case, the SBLR had found that no provision of
/ the collective bargaining agreement conflicted with any of the
/ laws enumerated in C.G.S. 6 7-474(b).
I
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j!
!I
I!

"57-474(b) limit's the [legislative body's1 legal
function in this case to approving or disapproving a
request for funds needed to implement the agreement .

11. . . Town of Milford v. Connecticut State -$oard  of
Labor Relations, Superior Court, Litchfield County, No.
19,343 (July 19, 1967).

Just less than a year after its decision in Town of New

Milford,  Decision No. 740 (19671, the SBLR again held, without

reference to the Town of New Milford  decision, that C.G.S. § 7-

474(b) restricts the municipal legislative body's role. City of

Norwich, Decision 790 (19681,  p. 4.

"The  fundamental question presented by this case
is the function and responsibility of the legislative
body of a municipal employer in approving or rejecting
a collective agreement. Under section 7-474 the
legislative body plays a limited but critical role in
the collective bargaining process. The failure of the
legislative body to understand its role and to fulfill
its responsibility can frustrate the bargaining process
and defeat the purposes of the statute.

"The  chief executive of the municipal employer or
his designated agent is the bargaining representative,
and he is empowered by the statute to sign a binding
agreement unless provisions of that agreement conflict
with provisions of the City Charter, ordinances or
regulations, or unless additional appropriations are
necessary to implement the agreement. The legislative
body has no role in the bargaining process except where
one or both of these conditions exist. However, where
one or both of these conditions do exist the chief
executive must make a request for the funds necessary
to implement the agreement and for approval of any
provisions of the agreement which are in conflict with
any charter, ordinance or regulations of the municipal
employer. The legislative body must act to accept or
reje,ct that request. If the legislative body rejects,
then the matter is returned to the parties for further
bargaining. City of Norwich, Decision No. 790 (19681,
P 4.
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8
;

j;
Similar authority is found in Town of Groton, Decision

;! rjo. 806 (1968). -- -

: !
"The  statute places upon the chief executive

officer or designated representative the power and
responsibility to represent the municipal employer in
collective bargaining. Under Section 7-474 he is the
one who is charged with the responsibility of
negotiating with the employee organization with the
authority to conclude a collective agreement. No
action of the legislative body is required to make that
agreement binding except where additional funds are
necessary to implement the agreement or provisions of
the agreement are in conflict with provisions of the
charter, special acts, ordinances, rules or regulations
adopted by the municipal employer. Even in that case,
the legislative body's function is strictly limited to
either approving or rejecting as a whole the request
for additional funds and for approval of the
conflicting provisions of the agreement. If the
legislative council rejects the request, the matter is
returned to the chief executive for further bargaining.
The drafters of the statute thus deliberately
restricted the role of the legislative body and placed
primary responsibility upon the chief executive." Town
of Groton, Decision No. 806 (19681, pp. 12-13.

In City of Putnam, Decision No. 1231 (19741,  the employee

organization refused to sign an agreement reached after
:
{; negotiation because the city attorney had included a provision
4 :/; F
i i
;j

"that  the money items in the agreement 'are subject to the
1
j: approval of the Common Council . . . in accordance with theI .
*
ii provisions of Section 7-474 (b) and (c) . . ..'I1 The SBLR i
;
i stated the disputed provisionI "was a correct legal proposition."

: II[T]he  terms of the agreement which required appropriation of :
ii
1: funds [were presented] to the common council.11 Apparently the

/i council refused to approve the required funds; in addition the j/



I/. ’ , ji! i. . .
I!
j/

I/
jI;
jl
II council attempted to set the pay rates for individual positions
i
i/ which had been in the agreement.
Ii --. -
III  ! "Nothing but the provisions of section 7-474(b) would

1; justify such submission.

Ij
! : "The  submission was, therefore quite proper, but
II

its sequel is carefully prescribed by the Act. The
II legislative body
ij

'may  approve or reject such request as
a whole by a majority vote of those present and voting

,  I
Ij on the matter; but if rejected, the matter shall be
' returned to the parties for further bargaining.' It is

clear that the common council went beyond its carefully
circumscribed function when it sought to establish
rates to be substituted for those rejected. Moreover
the rejection was piecemeal rather than 'as a whole.'l'
City of Putnam, Decision No. 1231 (1974),  p. 3.

: ! In 1976, the SBLR again addressed the principle.

"The Act itself prescribes the way that ultimate
political control shall be exercised: after the
negotiators have bargained to an agreement it is to
submitted to the City's legislative body if a request
for funds is necessary to implement the agreement."
City of New London, Decision No. 1372 (1976).

There, the SBLR was confused but was half-right. The
: /
/: agreement, under C.G.S.; / 5 7-474(b) is not to be presented to the
!
ii legislative body;
/I

a request for funds shall be presented to the

ii legislative body if funds are necessary to fund the agreement.
jl
j;
j I

More recently, indeed since its decision in the case at bar, i

Ii with some vigor,
!

1!
the SBLR reiterated its clear view of the proper{

;I role of the municipal legislative body. See Town of Trumbull,
I
1

j; Decision No. 3097 (1993).
ji "Since its inception, with some subsequent
:
1: amendments, the Act in §7-474 has set forth with great
ji

care a structure for collective bargaining within
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ii

i i,
:

:
I

f:

!.
2

municipalities. As we have noted before, in s7-474(b)
that structure for making valid agreements is specified
as the exclusive method for making valid agreements.
Town of New Milford, Decision No. 740 (1967).-l:
Within this statutory structure [Subsections (a), ib) *
and (c) of 5 7-4741 certain entities within a
municipality - i.e. the chief executive officer, the
legislative body, and the Board of Finance, are given
discrete responsibilities in the collective bargaining
process which may not be exercised in a manner which
infringes upon the other entities. Subsection (a) of
Section 7-474 specifies that a municipality's chief
executive officer negotiates collective bargaining
agreements. Thus, this is not a role for the Board of
Selectman or the Board of Finance. See also Town of
Groton (Police Dept.), Decision No. 806 (1968)
(Discussion of role of Chief Executive Officer).
Section 7-474 then goes on in subsection (b) to specify
that any agreement which is reached shall be put in
writing and then the municipal bargaining agent shall
submit to the lesislative bodv (unless that is the Town
meeting) a request for one of two things: (1) funds to
implement the agreement and (2) approval of any part of
the agreement which conflicts with charter, special
acts and other items specified in the Act'. Subsection
(b) further provides that "the legislative body may
approve or reject such request as a whole by a majority
vote... (emphasis added) .I1 If the request is rejected,
the matter is returned to the parties for further
bargaining.

"These provisions thus set up a very limited role
for the legislative body, one that forecloses any
involvement of the legislative body in the wisdom or
content of individual contract provisions. Our prior
decisions, with court affirmation, have made this
limited role crystal clear. Town of New Milford,
Decision No. 740 (1967) (aff'd). Town of New Milford
A Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations, SuperiorV
Court Litchfield County, Docket No. 19343 (1967). As I
held in those decisions, under the Act, a legislative
body is not authorized to approve the terms of an
agreement, but merely to approve or reject the request I

/
for funds, or provisions conflicting with charter,
special acts, etc. See also Citv of Norwich, Decision
No. 790 (1968). Also, the request for funds must be
taken as a whole, not piecemeal. See language of §7-



; ,

I’

I

I

474 (b). See also Citv of Putnam, Decision No. 1231
(1974). Moreover, this limited role is assigned to the
lesislative bodv, not the Board of Finance. Town of
Trumbull, Decision No. 3097 (1993), pp. 12-14-s'
[Footnote omitted.l12

For years, including 1993, it has been "crystal cleart'  from

the SBLR's  own decisions that "under the Act, a legislative body

is not authorized to approve the terms of an agreement, but

merely to approve or reject the request for funds, or provisions

conflicting with the charter, special acts, etc." Id, 14. The

l'court  affirmation" the SBLR recounted above occurred in the

Superior Court decision on the appeal of the SBLR's decision in

Town of New MiZford,  Decsion  No. 740 (1967). The court stated:

"The  statute gave the [legislative body1 only the
function of approving or disapproving a request for
funds required to meet the amount called for by the
contract, and not the function of approving or
disapproving the terms of the contract itself. The
only question properly to have been submitted to the
[legislative body] was the request for funds." Town of
Milford v. Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations,
Superior Court, Litchfield County, No. 19,343 (July 19,
1967), p .  6 .

Stated another way, under MERA, a municipal legislative body;

has no role in the collective bargaining process if there is no

request for funds or request for approval of such provisions of 1

the negotiators' agreement, if any, which conflict with certain :

12 The court notes that the membership of the SBLR that
decided Town of Trumbull, Decision No. 3097 in 1993 was the same
as that which decided this case in 1991 which provoked this
appeal, i.e. Lareau, Moran and Sbona.
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!I
jj existing laws. Here,

/I
there was no "C.G.S.  § 7-474(b) request."

jj The SBLR decision in this case is a gross aberration from ll[o]ur
I : -- -
ii prior [SBLR'SI  decisions, with court affirmation.11  Id.

j! The court cannot tell why the limited role of the municipal :

ii legislative body in the collective bargaining process which was i
11
jj
I/

"crystal clear" to the SBLR in 1993 based on its "prior
' I
ii decisions, with court affirmation," was obscured when the SBLR

decided this case in 1991. In the "prior decisions" and in the

1993 Town of Trumbull decision, the SBLR found the municipalities

involved had committed prohibited practices. The particular

municipality's legislative body had injected itself into the

collective b argaining process .by trying to approve or disapprove

the terms of the agreement reached by the negotiators; the

legislative bodies had not confined their role to voting on a
I!I "C.G.S.  § 7-474(b) request." as prescribed by MERA. In the case !: 1I 1
I: at bar,
ij

the SBLR lost sight of what had been a "crystal clear" 1

rule of law which would have cleared the City of Groton of the

prohibited practice complaint. No good reason has been advanced

for this. The l'crystal clear" rule should not be deep-sixed just

because it gets in the way of finding a municipality committed a

prohibited practice!

In the case at bar, the SBLR held that the City Council,

pursuant to MERA's  5 4-474(b), approved the entire "new pension

agreement" when it voted on August 26, 1991. Clearly, § 4-474(b)
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;I gave the Council no authority to do so. As the SBLR stated in
I :
/I 1993 : MERA "forecloses any involvement of the legislative body
1 I --.  T
j! in the wisdom or content of individual contract provisions.11
:

1:' Town of Trumbull, Decision No. 3097 (19931,  p. 14. Section 7-

ii 474(b) and the SBLR and court precedents prohibited the Cityiii /
/i Council from acting on the agreement where there was no request
I i

!' for funds or approval of provisions conflicting with other
:
(' provisions of law. Under MERA, the City Council had no authority'

to approve the "new  pension agreement."

There is no tension here between the City Charter and the

statute. Section i'-474(b)'s "majority vote of those present and

voting" has no application here because there was no request for

I funds or approval of provisions of the agreement which conflicted
8

,with  certain laws. Section 7-474(b) had no proper place in this

case.

The SBLR erred in holding that the August 26, 1991 vote of

ii the City Council was a vote under MERA which approved the "new
j;
jj pension agreement."
I :I j
:;/
i :

Section 7-474(e) reads in part:

jt "The  procedure for the making of an agreement between
the municipal employer and an employee organization
provided by said sections 17-467  to 7-4771 shall be the
exclusive method for making a valid agreement for
municipal employees represented by an employee
organization, and any provisions in any general
statute, charter or special act to the contrary shall
not apply to such an agreement." C.G.S. 8 7-474(e).



MERA requires the municipal chief executive officer, or his

I/ designated representative,i and the employee organization's__ :;I
/I representative, to negotiate an agreement. If an agreement is
i
it reached by these negotiators, it becomes binding upon the parties
:
ii if the agreement does not require municipal funding or the
1;
;I agreement does not conflict with certain laws. In the absence of!, Ij j
;I a need for funding or conflict(s) with certain laws, under MERA,
I '/

no municipal legislative action is needed or even permitted.

Here the agreement reached by the Mayor's designated

negotiator, Davis, and the Fire Fighters' negotiator, Hartman,

j vis-a-vis MERA, would have become binding without any City

Council action because the agreement did not require City funding

and did not conflict with existing law.: The agreement was

submitted to the Council because the negotiators expressly made
:
I, Council approval a part and a requirement of their agreement.
i ]
:

;; Their including the City Council approval in their agreement may

ii well have been in conflict with, and prohibited by,
1/

MERA's§7-  i

jj 474(e). But it was a part of the negotiators' agreement and in i
/!)I:!
i
i j

accordance with its requirement, it was submitted to the Council.;

Thus, the City Charter's "majority of the councilors"  provision, /

not § 7-474(b)'s "majority of those present and voting,"

governed. I

Even if the inclusion of the "council approval" requirement

was prohibited by MERA's 8 7-474(e), the result is the same. The



;; usual principles of contract severability apply. The agreement :
Ii
i/ reached by both negotiators contained the provision for council--: :
:' approval;
:

it could not be excised from the agreement leaving the i

: remaining provisions as their agreement without distorting what> ;! t
ii the negotiators had deemed their agreement.
/j
ItiI At oral agreement before the court, counsel for the SBLR I
;!

had no knowledge of any rule that displaced the ordinary rules

1' regarding contract severability in this case. See Transcript of

Court Proceedings, 10/29/1996, p/43.

In Aetna Casualty & Surety Co. v. Murphy, 206 Conn. 409

'I (19881, the Supreme Court described a principle of law applicable

'. here.

II
. . . the law of contracts supports the principle

that contracts should be enforced as written, and that
contracting parties are bound by the contractual
provisions to which they have given their assent.
Among the provisions for which the parties may bargain
are clauses that impose conditions liability. ‘If the
occurrence of a condition is required by the agreement
of the parties, rather than as a matter of law, a rule
of strict compliance traditionally applies.' E.
Farnsworth, Contracts (1982) 5 8.3,~.  544; see Grenier
v. Compratt Construction Co., 189 Conn. 144, 148, 454
A.2d  1289 (1983); Brauer v. Freccia, 159 Conn. 289,

268293-94, Conn. 179, A.2d 645 Strimiska v.185-86, 257 (1970);  A.2d  814 (19691." Aetna Yates, i58

Casualty & Surety Co. v. Murphy, 206 Conn. 409, 412-413
(1988).

This principle is applicable here. The agreement was the

product of extended negotiations. It was by no means a "contract

of adhesion." Id @ 416. The negotiators expressly conditioned
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i! I

j
/I

agreement on City Council approval. Thus, even if such approval

/I conflicted with MERA, it cannot be read out of the agreement of
I
i

1; the parties.
--‘ T

I
I/
II
fi The provision for approval by the City Council was a
1:
1; condition upon which the negotiators predicated agreement.
/I
I

!i
The linchpin of the SBLR's rationale for its decision having i

1: been removed [pulled] I that reasoning collapses. The conclusion
;:
i of the SBLR that the City Council by its August 26, 1 9 9 1  v o t e

approved the "new pension agreement" cannot stand.
I
jj
:i

The court holds that the City Council did not approve the
/I"new pension agreement" for the Fire Fighters on August 26, 1991.

: Having concluded thatI 'Ia valid and binding pension agreement

): exists,l' the SBLR stated:

j; "We have previously made it clear that a refusal to, implement a valid collective bargaining agreement
I/ constitutes a prohibited practice. Plymouth Water
; '* Pollution Control Authority, Decision No. 2937 (1991);
I i
Ii City of West Haven (Fire Department), Decision No. 886
1i

I
(1969). Thus, the City committed a prohibited practice
by not recognizing and implementing such.V1 City of
Groton, Decision No. 3181 (19931, p. 9.

The SBLR does not cite any statute as authority for its

holding that Groton llcommitted  a prohibited practice by not

recognizing and implementing" the agreement the SBLR found the

parties made.

By statute, it is a prohibited practice for a municipality

to --



:
! i
j.
! ;

1;
:

:

! :
’ /

i 3; :

'I (4) refus[el  to bargain in good faith with an
employee organization which has been designated . . .
as the exclusive bargaining representative of an
appropriate unit." C.G.S. 5 7-470(a) (4). -IT

Statute defines the duty to bargain collectively.

"For the purposes of said sections, to bargain
collectively is the performance of the mutual
obligation of the municipal employer or his designated
representatives and the representative of the employees
to meet at reasonable times, including meetings
appropriately related to the budget-making process, and
confer in good faith with respect to wages, hours and
other conditions of employment, or the negotiation of
an agreement, or any question arising thereunder, and
the execution of a written contract incorporating any
agreement reached if requested by either party, but
such obligation shall not compel either party to agree
to a proposal or require the making of a concession."
C.G.S. § 7-470(c).

The "refusal to implement a valid collective bargaining

agreement" is not made a prohibited practice by statute.

The SBLR cites two of its own prior decisions as authority

that failure to implement a collective bargaining agreement is a

prohibited practice. These cases conflict on the statutory

origin for that proposition. See Plymouth Water Pollution

Control Authority, Decision No. 2937 (1991); City of West Haven

(Fire Department), Decision No. 886 (1969). In both of those

cases, over the municipality's objection, as is the situation

1:,

I
I :

I
, ’

i :
f :

here, the SBLR found that the parties had reached and made a

collective bargaining agreement. In each case, again as here,

the SBLR held the municipality had committed a prohibited.

practice by not recognizing and implementing the agreement.
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!I
I I

ji
11
I ii !
j/ In City of West Haven (Fire Department), the SBLR held:
I

; 1

I : "The  failure of the City to implement the agreement
i 1

!
including its failure to appropriate funds needed for

I I' this purpose, constitutes a prohibited practice within
Section 7-470(a) of the Act." Id, 6.

In the Plymouth Water Pollution Control Authority case, thet :; '
ii SBLR stated: "The failure to implement the agreement constitutes,
i*

9 :

:  I/: a prohibited practice under Section 7-474(b) of the Act." Id,
I 1
,: 3. The SBLR did not cite City of West Haven (Fire Department 1,

Decision No. 886 (1969) in Plymouth Water Pollution Control

Authority.

I 4 In these two/
,' statutes, 5 7-470

cases, the SBLR relied on two different

a) and § 7-474(b), as the wellspring for its
I

proposition that a refusal to implement a collective bargaining

;I agreement is prohibited practice.

!
II

Nothing in § 7-470(a) makes a failure to implement a

i/ collective bargaining agreement a prohibited practice. A refusal

/j to bargain collectively is a prohibited practice. §§ 7-469 and
//
II 7-470(a).; I 81Collective  bargaining" is defined by statute. See § j

Ij 7-470(c).
I

The recognition and implementation of an agreement :

i! reached by the negotiators is not a duty under the statute(s) I

bargaining" and/or the "duty to bargaini 8 defining tlcollective!I
j/
I( collectively.tlI jI,
;/ Section 7-474(b 1 provides in part:

"Failure by the bargaining representative of the
municipality to submit such [C.G.S. § 7-474(b)] request

I :

’ !

1 ;
! ;
i ’
il
IiI!
1 j

II
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to the legislative body within such fourteen day period
shall be considered a prohibited practice committed,by
the municipal emp1oyer.l' C.G.S. § 7-474(b).

-- -
Section 7-474(b) does not make a municipality's not

iI recognizing and implementing a collective bargaining agreement a
1:
1: prohibited practice.13
Ij
i/i !: : Neither § 7-470(a) nor 7-474(b) is authority for the SBLR's ;

pi holdings that a municipality's not recognizing and implementing a
f !
collective bargaining agreement is a prohibited practice

And so the court looks askance at the those cases.

::
The court has examined MERA. There is nothing in it which

'. even suggests that the failure to implement a collective

G bargaining agreement is a prohibited practice. There is no

judicial authority so construing MERA.
: j

A state administrative agency, including the SBLR, is

ii strictly a creature of statute. It has the authority granted by
i ;
j
j: statute, no more and no less. It does not have the authority to

/i enlarge or augment the authority given it by the General
]j
// Assembly.
il
!

jj

ji

:8
/I
)I
(i
!i

ll'Administrative  agencies are tribunals of limited
jurisdiction and their jurisdiction is dependent
entirely upon the validity of the statutes vesting them
with power and they cannot confer jurisdiction upon
themselves.' Castro v. Viera, 207 Conn. 420, 428, 541
A.2d  1216 (1988). 'An administrative agency can act

I’
! !
1:
j!

13 In Plymouth Water Pollution Control Authority, the SBLR
/; fails to recognize the distinction between an agreement and a
,:; "C.G.S. 5 7-474(b) request."
!: I
ii 4 6

I
/

I
I
I

,

I
I
,

!
I

I

I

I
!

I

I
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only within the bounds of authority granted to it by
its enabling statute and within constitutional
limitations. It is wholly without power to modify,
dilute or change in any way the statutory provisions
from which it derives its authority . . . .' Goldberg
v. Insurance Department, 9 Conn. App. 622, 626, 520
A.2d  1038 (1987). When an administrative agency takes
action that exceeds its statutory authority, that
action is void. Breen v. Department of Liquor Control,
2 Conn. App. 628, 634, 481 A.2d 755 (1984j.l'  Nelseco
Navigation Co. v. Department of Liquor Control, 27
Conn. App. 614, 620 (1992); reversed on other grounds,
226 Conn. 418 (1993).

This principle applies even if the legislature has omitted

a provision, whether by design or oversight, and no matter how

vital or worthwhile the agency, or even a court, believes the

omitted provision would be.

It is noted that the legislature provided that similar

conduct in analogous situations is a prohibited practice. A

l'refus[all to comply with a grievance settlement, or arbitration

settlement, or a valid award or decision of an arbitration panel

, or arbitrator, by statute, is a prohibited practiceI'  is, by

‘i

1;

statute, a prohibited practice. C.G.S. 5 7-470(b) (4).

I;
II At oral argument, the court asked counsel if the SBLR had ;
ii

the power to proscribe conduct as a prohibited practice in

addition to that which the General Assembly had. The following j

colloquy occurred:

MS. COLLINS:[141 Your Honor 7-470A,  bad faith bargaining j
is Subsection 4, and also Subsection C. t

14 Counsel for the Fire Fighters
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I

I

j

iI
I!
j

/i

1 /

! ,

: i
’ ,
8 !,

THE COURT: Where?

MS. COLLINS: It's actually there's a copy of it attached
to the City's brief, but it's 7:--470. The
prohibitive practices are listed in
Subsection (a), bad faith bargaining or
refusing to bargain is in Subsection (a) (41,
and then there's also a reference in
Subsection C of the statute.

THE COURT:

MS COLLINS:

THE COURT:

MS. COLLINS:

THE COURT:

MS. COLLINS:

THE COURT:

MS. COLLINS:

Well, C only defines what collective
bargaining obligation is.

Correct, your Honor.

Take my example: As a result of the
collective bargaining process, the City and a
union enter into an agreement. Absolutely no
question, the City and the union entered into
an agreement and the length of the agreement
is for five years. And both sides cooked
right along for three years, fully abiding by
the agreement. And then in the fourth year,
the City says, the heck with it, we don't
like that agreement anymore.

Is that a collective bargaining agreement?
Excuse me, collective bargaining prohibitive
practice?

Among other things.

If it is, I would like to know where it is in,
the statute.

If I may respond, your Honor.

Sure.

You will not find something that specifically
says, failure to comply with the contract is
a specific prohibitive practice. What you
will find is case law, 7-470,  either under
the stated law, or sometimes you look for
guidance under the federal act, the National
Relations Act.
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THE COURT:

MS. COLLINS:

THE COURT:
i III
' /i I MR. CELENTANO:
I /
II

THE COURT:

MR. CELENTANO:

THE COURT:

MR. CELENTANO:

Oh, so that what your position is, is that
the State Board of Labor Relations can
supplement the statutes and make up what are
prohibitive practices? -- -

Within the guidelines that the legislature
has created, yes, your Honor.

Okay. Have you got authority for that?

"IIf I may, your Honor, I would like to
file a supplemental brief on that very issue,
if I may, because there's clear authority for
that.

Well, what authority, any court cases?

There's court cases.

I mean, we've got Plymouth Water where Ms.
Collins got away with it,[16]  and they can't
even agree what statutes are involved.

There's federal court decisions and probably
U.S. supreme court decisions with regard to
that.

Transcript of Court Proceedings, 10/29/1996, pp. 22-24.

The are strong parallels between some provisions of the

:: National Labor Relations Act [NLRAI and MERA. Our Supreme Court :
' I
/ i

j: has said:
! 3
I!
I j

II,1:

"Because the Municipal Employee Relations Act (MERA);
General Statutes 7-460 through 7-479; and the
Connecticut Labor Relations Act; General Statutes
31-103 through 31-lllb; are closely patterned after the
National Labor Relations Act, the decisions of the

I< i 15
i ; Counsel for the SBLR.

!I 16 A reference to the fact that Ms. Collins represented
' employee organization in the Plymouth Water Authority case.
/ /
; :
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United States Supreme Court are 'of great assistance
and persuasive force'
labor relations law.

in the interpretation of our own
West Hartford Education Assn.,

Inc. v. DeCourcy,  supra, 579." Local 1186 of--Council
No. 4 v. State Board of Labor Rel'ations,  224 Corm.-  666,
670-71 (1993).

The court had not been able to find any court case stating

that the SBLR had authority to proscribe and define.conduct  as a

prohibited practice in addition to that conduct which the General

Assembly had so defined. The court, therefore, looked forward to

receipt of the defendants' briefing on that subject.

The SBLR and the Fire Fighters filed a l'jointl' eight page

post-hearing brief. It does not contain even a sentence on

whether the SBLR has authority to define prohibited practices in

addition to that conduct so proscribed by the General Assembly.

It does not contain any mention of the contention that the

National Labor Relations Board had authority under the NLRA to

proscribe as an "unfair labor practice" conduct which the

Congress had not made an "unfair  labor practice." Why the

" absence of these materials in view of the confident, perhaps

strident, assertions made on these subjects at oral argument?

See pp. 48-49, above. [Transcript of Court Proceedings,

10/29/1996,  p. 24 et seq.]

The court has been unable to find anything supporting the

ideas that the either the NLRB or the SBLR has authority under

the NLRA and MERA, respectively, to make conduct an "unfair labor
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practice" or a "prohibited practice" in addition to that conduct

so defined by the either Congress or the General Assembly. And,
--‘. T

the Court has found two decisions of the Supreme Court of the

United States which indicate strongly, and perhaps hold, that the

NLRB cannot label conduct as an unfair labor practice and thus

prohibit which the Congress itself has not defined as an "unfair

labor practice." National Labor Relations Board v. Insuran.ce

Agents' International Union, AFL-CIO, 361 U.S. 477 (1960);  and

American Ship Building Co. v. National Labor Relations Board 380

U.S. 300 (1965).

National Labor Relations Board v. Insurance Agents'

International Union, AFL-CIO, involved the Prudential Insurance

Company and its agents' union. The parties were negotiating a

new agreement to replace one which had expired. The union agents

began what today would be called a "job  action," a program of

"planned, concerted on-the-job activities designed to harass the

;' company." 361 U.S. 480. The union continued to negotiate.

;/ Prudential filed an unfair labor practice complaint with the

NLRB. The NLRB hearing examiner found nothing "to support an

! inference that the union had not fulfilled its statutory duty" to

': bargain collectively. 361 U.S. 481. Nevertheless, the NLRB

, issued a cease and desist order; it was the NLRB's view --

"that irrespective of the union's good faith in
conferring with the employer at the bargaining table
for the purpose and with the desire of reaching
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agreement on contract terms, its tactics during the
course of the negotiations constituted per se a
violation of § 8 (b) (3) .'I [Footnote omitted. 1 361
U.S. 482. __ I

The issue was framed:

"'The issue here . . . comes down to whether the Board
is authorized under the Act to hold that such tactics,
which the Act does not specifically forbid but Section
7 does not protect, support a finding of a failure to
bargain in good faith as required by Section 8 (b)
(3) .I" [Footnotes omitted.] National Labor Relations
Board v. Insurance Agents' International Union,  AFL-
CIO, 361 U.S. 477, 483 (1960).

The Supreme Court held against the NLRB and its attempt to

augment the NLRA and its own authority.

"We think the Board's resolution of the issues here
amounted not to a resolution of interests which the Act
had left to it for case-by-case adjudication, but to a
movement into a new area of regulation which Congress
had not committed to it. Where Congress has in the
statute given the Board a question to answer, the
courts will give respect to that answer; but they must
be sure the question has been asked. We see no
indication here that Congress has put it to the Board
to define through its processes what economic sanctions
might be permitted negotiating parties in an 'ideal' or
'balanced' state of collective bargaining." National
Labor Relations Board v. Insurance Agents'
International Union, AFL-CIO, 361 U.S. 477, 499-500
(1960) .

The Supreme Court came to a like conclusion five years later

when the NLRb had found an employer had committed an unfair labor

practice. In that case, the employer was

"primarily engaged in the repairing of ships, a highly
seasonal business concentrated in the winter months
when the freezing of the Great Lakes renders shipping
impossible. What limited business is obtained during
the shipping season is frequently such that speed of
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execution is of the utmost importance to minimize
immobilization of the ships." American Ship Building
Co. v. National Labor Relations Board, 380 U.S. 300,
302 (1965). __ Y

During negotiation of a new labor contract, the company

"locked out"  its employees to bring pressure on the union to

accede to the company's position on the negotiations. The union

filed an "unfair labor practice complaint.1' The NLRB held the

employer had violated the NLRA. The question presented to the

Supreme Court was

"whether an employer commits an unfair labor practice
under these sections [§§ 8 (a) (1) and (311 of the Act
when he temporarily lays off or 'locks out' his
employees during a labor dispute to bring economic
pressure in support of his bargaining position." 380
U.S. 301-302.

The Supreme Court also defined the question as follows:

"What we are here concerned with is the use of a
temporary layoff of employees solely as a means to
bring economic pressure to bear in support of the
employer's bargaining position, after an impasse has
been reached. This is the only issue before us, and all
that we decide." [Footnote omitted.] 380 U.S. 308.

The Court then referred to National Labor Relations Board v.

Insurance Agents' International Union, AFL-CIO.

"What we have recently said in a closely related
context is equally applicable here:

' [Wlhen  the Board moves in this area . . . it is
functioning as an arbiter of the sort of economic
weapons the parties can use in seeking to gain acceptance
of their bargaining demands. It has sought
to introduce some standard of properly 'balanced'
bargaining power, or some new distinction of justifiable
and unjustifiable, proper and 'abusive' economic
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weapons into . . . the Act. . . . We have
expressed our belief that this amounts to the
Board's entrance into the substantive aspects of the
bargaining process to an extent Congress has.,not
countenanced." Labor Board v. Insurance Agents'
International Union, 361 U.S. 477, 497-498." 380 U.S.
317-318.

The Supreme Court then stated:

"We are unable to find that any fair construction
of the provisions relied on by the Board in this case
can support its finding of an unfair labor practice.
Indeed, the role assumed by the Board in this area is
fundamentally inconsistent with the structure of the
Act and the function of the sections relied upon. The
deference owed to an expert tribunal cannot be allowed
to slip into a judicial inertia which results in the
unauthorized assumption by an agency of major policy
decisions properly made by Congress. Accordingly, we
hold that an employer violates neither § 8 (a) (1) nor
5 8 (a) (3) when, after a bargaining impasse has been
reached, he temporarily shuts down his plant and lays
off his employees for the sole purpose of bringing
economic pressure to bear in support of his legitimate
bargaining position." American Ship Building Co. v.
National Labor Relations Board, 380 U.S. 300, 318
(1965).

In view of (1) these authorities interpreting the NLRA; (2)

the court's inability to find any legitimate authority holding

" that either the NLRB or the SBLR have the authority to proscribe

conduct as either an unfair labor practice or prohibited practice

under the enabling legislation, the NLRA and MERA, respectively;

(3) the defendant SBLR's  and Fire Fighters' confident

representations that such authorities abound and would be brought

to the court; and (4) the defendants' total failure to fulfill

their representations without even an attempt at explaining their
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omission from their brief; and (5) the law that an administrative

agency has only the authority given it by the enabling__ I
statute(s); the court holds that the SBLR did not, and does not,

have authority to make the City of Groton's not recognizing and

implementing the "new pension agreement" a prohibited practice.

The City of Groton did not commit a prohibited practice.

The court holds that the SBLR did not have authority to

issue the cease and desist order. It therefore had and has no

force or effect.

The City of Groton filed what amounts to a Counterclaim

against the Fire Fighter with the defendant SBLR. The SBLR

dismissed the Counterclaim. In this appeal to the court, the

City also appeals the dismissal of its counterclaim against the

Fire Fighters.

The essence of the Counterclaim is that the Fire Fighters'

Complaints were so lacking in merit that the Fire Fighters should

be responsible for paying the expenses (attorneys fees, etc.)

incurred by the City in resisting the Fire Fighters' complaints.

The City says: "The  allegations contained in the Union's

Complaint were 'patently frivolous' and did not present

'debatable issues.' . . . Said allegations were not based on

fact, were not supported by documentation or testimony, and/or

misinterpret state statute, the City Charter or the actions of
.

the Mayor and/or the City Council. . . . the Union never
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withdrew any of its frivolous arguments prior to the close of

hearing before the Board." Brief of the Plaintiff, City of__ I
Groton, May 25, 1994, pp. 22-23. [IO51

The SBLR did find for the Fire Fighters and against the

City. As shown above, the SBLR based its decision on its

conclusion that the City Council had voted on a llC.G.S.  fi 7-

474(b) request," thereby invoking the lower "majority vote of

those present and votingtl provision of § 7-474(b). The Fire

Fighters never made such a claim, argument, contention, nor

presented evidence to support same, in the SBLR proceedings.

The SBLR did find that each of the claims regarding  prohibited

practices which the Fire Fighters actually had made in the

amended complaint had no merit. City of Groton, Decision 3181

(19911,  pp. 9-10.

Although the claims made by the Fire Fighters were without
.
merit, the court is unable to conclude that the claims were made

in bad faith. And, while the Fire Fighters' complaints setting

forth those claims were also without merit, those two complaints

afforded the SBLR a launchpad for its flight which landed in

favor of the Fire Fighters. Under these circumstances, the court

.
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cannot sustain the appeal regarding the denial of the

Counterc1aim.l'

The appeal of the City of Groton with respect to its
.

counterclaim is denied.

The appeal of the City of Groton with respect to all other

matters is sustained.

C:\FIREFTRS.GRO

17 There is nothing in the record regarding the amount of
the expenses incurred by the City in defending the Fire Fighters
complaints. The City did not present any evidence regarding the
expenses to either the SBLR or the court. On this ground alone,
the counterclaim appeal would fail.
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